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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The United Nations human rights communications procedures

A detailed assessment of these three procedures conducted by

Third, these weaknesses or challenges cannot be addressed,

• Make the system more responsive to the needs and situation

are central to the purpose, effectiveness, and credibility of the

the Universal Rights Group drew a number of conclusions.

within existing resources, by focusing on each procedure in

of victims; and

United Nations – representing the only direct link between the

isolation. Rather, States and the UN Secretariat must once again

victims of human rights violations and the international human

First, each of the three main communications procedures

(as was the case in the late 1970s when the then Secretary-

• Strengthen the system’s effectiveness in protecting human

rights protection system. However, over the past half-century,

plays a distinct and crucial role in the overall UN human rights

General published a ground-breaking analysis of contemporary

rights around the world.

what was once a vibrant part of the UN’s human rights work

petitions system. Each has its own strengths when viewed from

communications procedures and their interaction) look at the

(the sheer number and gravity of petitions received in the early

a victim’s perspective.

procedures as three interconnected and complementary parts

In the opinion of the Universal Rights Group, such reforms,

of a single coherent UN petitions system – with a single user

in order to be successful, must be based on the overarching

interface and, perhaps, a single Secretariat.

objective of establishing a single, coherent UN human rights

decades of the UN was such that it catalysed many of the
human rights pillar’s most important reforms), has become

Second, the challenges faced by, and the weaknesses of, each

increasingly neglected and discredited – the victim of its own

procedure, especially when viewed from a victim’s perspective,

complexity and distance from ‘the Peoples’ of the UN.

show significant overlap. For example, all three suffer from:

Today, there are three main avenues open to individuals wishing

• A lack of on-the-ground visibility;

to communicate with the UN’s human rights bodies and
mechanisms. First, a number of international human rights

• A lack of awareness and understanding, among the general

Treaty Bodies maintain procedures under which an individual

public, about how they operate and how to access them;

may bring a human rights complaint (concerning a State that

petitions system comprising a single user interface and single
Fourth, modern technology presents enormous opportunities

UN petitions Secretariat, responsible for channelling petitions

to finally put in place such a ‘fully coordinated approach’ within

to the most appropriate communications procedure(s) and

‘a fully automated system’ (as called for by the Chair of the

following up on each and every case. To make this possible,

Commission in 2000).

the UN will need to leverage the power of modern information
technology to, inter alia:

With these conclusions in mind, this policy report makes a
number of recommendations. In particular, the report argues

has ratified the relevant convention, and has accepted the Treaty

• A complicated and often confusing user-interface, that serves

that reforming and re-energising the UN human rights petitions

Body’s competence to deal with communications) to the attention

(broadly speaking) to restrict access only to those victims who

system should be a priority for States as they look towards the

of the UN. Second, Special Procedures mandate-holders

enjoy expert legal or NGO support;

2021-2026 review of the Human Rights Council by the General

intervene directly with governments on specific allegations of

• Provide a single secure and user-friendly interface;
• Manage big data and information flows;

Assembly. In considering those reforms, States should adopt a

• Ensure that the three communications procedures interact

violations of human rights (that fall within their mandates),

• Severe human and technical (e.g. linguistic) capacity

victim’s perspective, viewing the current system – and possible

and interconnect in a coherent manner;

following the receipt of a complaint by a concerned individual

constraints across a fragmented Secretariat;

changes thereto – through the lens of those people who need to
use it. Reforms should aim, inter alia, to:

or group of individuals. Third, in 2007 the Human Rights Council
established a new Confidential Complaint Procedure to address

• Inconsistent responsiveness (in terms of, for example,

‘consistent patterns of gross and reliably attested violations of

providing updates to victims);

all human rights and all fundamental freedoms occurring in
any part of the world and under any circumstances.’1

• Ensure that the CCP has access to sufficient information to
identify emerging and actual patterns of concern; and

• Make the system more visible and understandable, for all
people in all countries and regions;

• Data management issues, including constraints on the

• Ensure that the UN is able to deliver individual remedy and
redress.

sharing of data between the procedures; and

• Make the system more easily accessible and user-friendly;

• A lack of public transparency and thus accountability, which

• Increase financial and human resource allocations to the

serves to reduce incentives for State cooperation.

overall human rights petitions system, as part of a package of
reforms designed to rationalize, rationalise, harmonise, and
simplify that system – thus bringing system-wide efficiencies;
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INTRODUCTION
The ability of individuals to petition the United Nations (UN) to seek

be ‘impartial, objective, efficient, victims-oriented and conducted

ready occurred or are on-going, or to situations where there is a

Considering the central importance to the UN human rights sys-

remedy and redress for alleged violations of their human rights is

in a timely manner.’

high risk that violations may occur. Importantly, mandate-hold-

tem (and the legitimacy thereof) of receiving and acting upon in-

ers can take up petitions relating to alleged violations by a State

dividual communications and complaints, it is vitally important to

even where that State is not Party to the relevant human rights

understand and assess the degree to which the communications

convention (for example, the Special Rapporteur on torture may

procedures are delivering on their crucial protection mandate.

accept and act upon a petition that alleges country A committed

Yet to-date, no such comprehensive assessment has been un-

an act of torture even when country A is not a Party to the (CAT).

dertaken. The present policy report aims to fill this gap, thereby

Once a complaint has been received, if it is deemed admissible,

providing an analytical basis for international policymakers to

the Special Procedures mandate-holder will send a letter to the

understand the challenges facing the system, and a basis for de-

concerned State requesting information and comments on the

veloping and presenting recommendations for its future reform.

central to what the international human rights protection system
is and what it seeks to be. The UN’s communications procedures
are therefore one of the human rights system’s most important
tools, not least because they represent a direct interface between
individuals – the ‘Peoples’ in whose name the UN Charter was
signed – and the UN itself, thereby giving real meaning to the
rights contained in the International Bill of Human Rights.

Second, a number of international human rights Treaty Bodies
maintain procedures under which an individual may bring a
human rights complaint (concerning a State that has ratified
the relevant convention, and has accepted the Treaty Body’s
competence to deal with communications) to the attention of the
UN. For example, under Optional Protocols to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and (since May 2013)

The system of submitting communications to the international

to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

human rights system has evolved gradually since the time of

Rights (ICESCR), the Treaty Bodies under those conventions may

the League of Nations, and is now both multifaceted and highly

consider individual communications relating to alleged human

complex.

rights violations committed by States Parties.

Today, there are three main avenues open to individuals wishing

Similarly, the Treaty Bodies established to monitor State

to communicate with the UN’s human rights bodies and

compliance with the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of

mechanisms.

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), the Convention against

First, in 2007 the Human Rights Council (the Council) established
a new Confidential Complaint Procedure to address ‘consistent
patterns of gross and reliably attested violations of all human
rights and all fundamental freedoms occurring in any part of the
world and under any circumstances.’2 This procedure addresses
communications submitted by individuals groups, or NGO
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Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or degrading Treatment or
Punishment (CAT), and the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD), may consider individual

allegation(s) and, where necessary, asking that preventive, investigatory or remedial action be taken.
Between these three procedures, the UN human rights system
receives tens of thousands of communications each year. And yet
there is great uncertainty as to the overall accessibility of the system for individuals on-the-ground who may find themselves the
victim of a human rights violation, or as to the ability and capacity
of the system to process and respond effectively to all complaints
received (i.e. to help secure remedy and redress).

communications relating to States Parties who have made

Understanding whether the UN human rights communications

the necessary declaration(s) under relevant articles of those

procedures are delivering effective remedy – or indeed are ca-

conventions.

pable of delivering effective remedy – for those who need and

representatives, who claim to be victims of human rights violations

Third, Special Procedures mechanisms intervene directly with

or who have direct, reliable knowledge of such violations. Like

governments on specific allegations of violations of human

its predecessor, the ‘1503 Procedure,’ it is confidential (with the

rights (that fall within their mandates), following the receipt of a

intention that confidentially will enhance the likelihood of State

complaint by a concerned individual or group of individuals. The

cooperation). The Confidential Complaint Procedure purports to

intervention can relate to human rights violations that have al-

seek international level support is extremely important, not least
because the communications system is the main portal through
which victims can reach out to, and be heard by, the international
human rights protection system.

_
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2 (7) of the UN Charter (regarding national sovereignty). The

PETITIONING
THE UNITED NATIONS

US, represented by Eleanor Roosevelt, took a less aggressive
but no less determined approach. Roosevelt, under strict
instructions from the US Government to avoid, at all costs, the
creation of individual complaints system,12 argued that any such

From the moment the UN was established in 1945, the ‘Peoples

‘implementation measures’ must be postponed until after the

of the United Nations,’ in whose name the Charter was signed,

adoption of an International Bill of Rights. In a later article for

began to send in complaints concerning alleged human rights

Foreign Affairs magazine, dated April 1948, Roosevelt explained

violations, seemingly convinced of the UN’s duty to act thereon.9

that ‘since we were not a court, we could do nothing actually to

It would take over 20 years, however, ‘for this aspiration to be

solve the problems that the petitions presented.’13

translated into procedural [reality] by the United Nations.’

10

On 7 February 1947, under the influence of the post-war

PART I
THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF A
UN PETITIONS SYSTEM

When the newly established Commission on Human Rights

superpowers, the Commission took the position that it had ‘no

(the Commission) met for the first time in 1947, one of its most

power to take any action in regard to any complaints concerning

urgent tasks was to decide what to do – or, as it turned out, what

human rights.’14 René Cassin (France), who had been one of the

not to do – with the thousands of unsolicited individual petitions

few voices strongly advocating for the Commission to play a more

that the UN had already begun to receive.

active – and protective – role vis-à-vis communications, urged
his colleagues to officially draw the UN Economic and Social

In the post-war period, there were relatively few issues upon

Council’s (ECOSOC) attention to the ‘serious [protection] gap’15

which the world’s new superpowers, the US and the Union of

‘resulting from the Commission’s absence of power to deal with

Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR), agreed; yet they were united

communications.’16 Roosevelt later convinced him, however,

in their determination that the UN should not have the mandate

that an oral explanation to the ECOSOC would be sufficient.17

or the capacity to receive individual complaints concerning
To understand the UN’s current system for dealing with

expressing national grievances - became frequent. Indeed, the

alleged human rights violations.11 The USSR argued that any

individual complaints concerning human rights, it is instructive

English Parliament’s first legislative acts occurred in the con-

petition mechanism would constitute a direct violation of article

to look back in time at the conditions and politics that shaped its

text of the Commons petitioning the King for certain amend-

emergence and evolution.

ments to the law (the precursor of legislation by bill). The 17th
century saw the development of what might be considered the

The idea that individuals have the right to petition their rulers or

‘modern’ form of petition - complaints by individual people who

government is as old as, and intricately linked with, the idea of

believed that their rights had been infringed, and addressed to

representative government itself. Indeed, historically, the ear-

Parliament.4

liest basic means through which people sought to assert what
we now understand as ‘human rights,’ was to petition the king,

In England, as in other countries, including France (where the

queen, or parliament.

right to petition parliament for redress of grievances has existed
almost permanently since the French Revolution) and the Unit-

For example, in England, petitioning the Crown (and later the

ed States of America (US), petitioning parliament became such

Parliament) for redress of a grievance originated in the 13th

an important – and popular – means for people to assert their

century during the reign of Edward I. Petitioners had recourse

rights that legislatures had to set up specialised committees

to the Crown’s prerogative power, which was above the law.

to cope. As Ingeborg Schwartz has noted, these committees
can be considered the ‘first human rights committees, as their

In medieval times, Crown officials known as ‘receivers’ and

aim was – and still is – to redress injustice.’5 These domestic

‘triers’ travelled the country to receive petitions and hear com-

mechanisms had, in effect, become the key interface between

plaints. Certain matters would be referred to the local courts,

rights-holders and duty-bearers.

while other, more serious, matters would be brought to the attention of the Parliament. Indeed, some have argued that the

When the League of Nations was established after the First

English Parliament itself originated in meetings of the King’s

World War, individuals who became subjects of new international

Council where petitions were considered.

laws covering the welfare of religious, ethnic, national, and
racial minorities, were also, for the first time, given the right to

_
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As Parliament evolved from a primarily judicial to a predom-

submit international petitions (or communications) directly to

inantly legislative body, the character of petitions changed.

the League.6 At the beginning ‘several hundred petitions’ were

Representatives of the National Negro Congress present a petition for the

Eleanor Roosevelt, during the first session of the Commission on Human

By the end of the 14th century, legislative remedy was sought

sent, but because the League took little – if any – action, the

elimination of political, economic and social discrimination in the United

Rights, 1 July 1947.

by individuals and corporations who petitioned Parliament or

numbers dwindled over time. From 1935 onwards, as the League

States, to P.J. Schmidt, secretary of the Commission on Human Rights of the

the House of Commons. At the same time, petitions from the

lost credibility over its failure to protect Jewish minorities in

UN Economic and Social Council, 6 June 1946.

Commons to the Crown - these being of a general nature and

Europe,7 ‘only a handful were submitted.’8
_
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1946-1966 – ‘NO POWER TO
ACT’ DOCTRINE

Things began to shift in the early 1960s, when a significant influx
of new members from Africa and Asia profoundly altered the
geopolitical profile of the UN, and, consequently, its willingness to
address specific human rights violations, including those alleged in
individual communications. In 1955, 28% of UN member States were

1965-1980 – CREATION
OF THREE AVENUES FOR
INDIVIDUAL COMPLAINTS

that if African States decided against including such a procedure
in ‘its’ convention on racial discrimination, ‘then the battle [would]
have been lost’ to have one included under the ICCPR.38
The final piece in the puzzle was the energetic diplomacy of

The Commission’s stance that the UN had ‘no power to take any

from the Western Europe and Others Group (WEOG), while just seven

action [with] regard to […] complaints concerning human rights’ (the

per cent were from the African Group (AG). By 1962, this ‘balance of

‘no power to act’ doctrine) was subsequently rubber-stamped by

power’ had been reversed: 30% of member States were now from

In the second half of the 1960s, carried along on a wave of anti-

right to petition.’39 Lamptey reprimanded those, most notably

the ECOSOC with resolution 75 (V) (5 August 1947). This put in place

the AG, and just 19% from the WEOG. A primary concern for many of

colonial and anti-racism initiatives driven by the new member

representatives of the United Arab Republic and the Soviet bloc,

a largely symbolic procedure for handling any communications

these new members – most of which were newly independent former

States, the UN began to lay the foundations of what would

who wished to restrict the right to petition solely to those people

received. Not only did the ECOSOC confirm the Commission’s rejection

colonies – was to put in place more robust human rights protection

become the three main individual human rights communications

living in colonial territories. He argued that ‘such a blatantly one-

of the notion that it had any power to take action on the basis of any

measures to help combat colonialism, apartheid, and racism.

procedures.

sided gesture’ would simply prevent Western States from signing

Asian bloc’ and ‘the most effective champion for the convention’s

communications received, it even ‘decided that the members should
not review the original text of specific complaints by individuals.’18

George Lamptey of Ghana, a ‘leading moderate in the African-

the new convention. 40 He therefore worked to reconcile competing
Under the influence of the new member States in the early 1960s,

TREATY-BASED COMPLAINTS PROCEDURES

drafts and find common ground.

the GA26 established two ‘Special Committees’: one on ‘the situation
Under the symbolic procedure now put in place (the 75 (V) procedure),

with regard to the implementation of the Declaration on the

First, an optional petitions procedure was successfully included

The CERD, with the optional petitions procedure included, was

the UN Secretary-General was asked to ‘compile a confidential

Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples’ (the

in the draft International Convention on the Elimination of All

eventually adopted by the GA on 21 December 1965. John P.

list of communications received concerning human rights,’ which

‘Committee on Colonialism’) - in 1961; and another on ‘the Policies

Forms of Racial Discrimination during negotiations in the GA’s

Humphrey and Theo Van Boven, Directors of the UN’s Human

would be shared with ‘the Commission, in private meeting, without

of Apartheid of the Government of South Africa’28 (the ‘Committee on

Third Committee (1966). Under this procedure, individuals would

Rights Division from 1946 to 1966 and 1977 to 1982 respectively,

divulging the identity of the authors of the communications.’ At best,

Apartheid’) - in 1962. Both committees interpreted their mandates to

be able to write to the Committee (that would be established by

have both recognised the crucial importance of this moment. 41

this new procedure was an elaborate filing system. At worst, as later

allow them to receive written and oral testimonies from individuals

the new Convention) to complain about the violation of any of the

As Humphrey said at the time, it would now ‘be difficult for the

described by the first Director of the UN’s Human Rights Division,

concerning the violation of human rights (interpretations that were

rights enumerated in the treaty - provided that the State concerned

majority not to follow a similar pattern in [future] covenants and […]

John P. Humphrey, it was ‘the most elaborate wastepaper basket ever

later confirmed by the GA).29 For the first time, original petitions

had ratified it and accepted the additional, optional complaint

other human rights conventions.’42

invented.’20 Humphrey subsequently explained how ‘at every session,

concerning alleged human rights violations were ‘mimeographed

procedure (by making a declaration under article 14).

the Commission went through the farce of clearing the conference

and circulated as an official UN document,’ under the auspices of

room for a secret meeting which lasted only a few minutes, time

the two committees. While the ‘Committee on Colonialism’ could

The inclusion of this optional petitions procedure was made

renewed its consideration of the draft ICCPR. During the talks,

enough for the Commission to adopt a resolution taking note of the

receive and consider communications from non self-governing

possible by the interplay of a range of different, often competing,

the US Ambassador Patricia Roberts Harris argued that the

list.’

territories, the ‘Committee on Apartheid’ received and considered

interests. Many in the African-Asian bloc saw it as an opportunity

CERD had now set a precedent for including communications

petitions against ‘a government which, however much hated, was

to criticise the West. For instance, a Tanzanian diplomat, Waldo

procedures in future human rights treaties, starting with the

Any reference to a ‘right to petition’ the UN was also excluded from

locally selected rather than foreign.’ As John Carey has recognised,

Waldron-Ramsey, used debates over the issue of petitions ‘to

ICCPR. Importantly, a range of developing countries from Africa,

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In its draft ‘International

the UN was therefore ‘doing to one State what ECOSOC had explicitly

make a series of anti-colonial speeches.’34 Others, including

Asia, and Latin America supported this new Western position.

Declaration of Human Rights,’ submitted to the ECOSOC in May 1948,

prevented the Commission from doing to States in general.’

representatives from Ghana, the Philippines, and Nigeria, felt the

However, other developing countries, including some that

exceptional gravity of the issue of racism warranted outside (i.e.

had supported the inclusion of a communications procedure

19

21

27

30

31

32

the Commission had included an article on the right of ‘everyone

This prediction was proved correct when, one year later, the GA

[…] either individually or in association with others, to petition or to

It is not known how many people benefited from these procedures,

UN) interference in the sovereign affairs of States. In other words,

in the CERD, now objected to its inclusion in the ICCPR.43 For

communicate with […] the United Nations.’ The ECOSOC did not

but they nonetheless provided an important step towards the

racism was such a serious human rights violation that the subject

its part, the Soviet bloc remained resolutely opposed to any

consider the draft Declaration in detail, but decided to transmit it

development of a broader petitions/communications mechanism.

merited an exemption from the Charter’s domestic jurisdiction

UN consideration of individual communications.44 Against this

to the General Assembly (GA) along with the records of the relevant

In an early example of this new reality, in 1963 a UN Mission to

clause. Conversely, the Soviet bloc together with other States

background, a proposal to remove the petition article from the

proceedings of the ECOSOC. At the GA, the United Kingdom (UK),

Viet-Nam mandated by the GA, received and considered 116

from the African-Asian bloc, such as India and the Islamic Republic

draft Covenant was successful (through a close vote of 4145 to 39,46

with support from Byelorussian SSR, Mexico, the Philippines, Syria,

written petitions ‘from individuals, groups of individuals and non-

of Iran, were opposed to the inclusion of such a procedure, arguing

with 1647 abstentions). As a result, the optional communications

the US, and the USSR, among others, proposed to refer the ‘problem

governmental organisations.’33

22

35

that it constituted a violation of national sovereignty. They also

procedure was removed to a separate ‘Optional Protocol,’ rather

of petitions’ back to the Commission for ‘further examination.’ This

expressed concern (quite prescient, as it turned out) that it would

than being included within the treaty itself. The GA adopted the

proposal was passed as GA resolution 217 B (III). Consequently,

set a dangerous precedent, potentially leading to the creation of

Optional Protocol on 16 December 1966, by 6648 votes to 2,49 with

when the Universal Declaration was adopted, there was no mention in

other communications procedures with a wider scope.

3850 abstentions. Both the Covenant and its Optional Protocol

23

36

the text of the right of the ‘Peoples of the United Nations’ to petition or

entered into force on 23 March 1976. Interestingly, today, half

to communicate with the international community.

a century after its adoption by the GA, 17 of the 66 States that

for the first time, expressed strong support for the right to petition

voted in favour of the procedure are still not Party to the Optional

Despite the failure to assert the right of individuals to petition the

- almost unanimously backing the inclusion of a communications

Protocol.51

international community, people nonetheless continued to send their

procedure under the CERD. This new Western position was

human rights grievances to the UN. Between 3 April 1951 and the end

driven by two principal considerations. First, there was a general

of 1958, the UN is said to have received over 61,000 communications
(under the 75 (V) procedure).24 As Roosevelt correctly recognised: ‘while
the Commission was free to decide how to treat the communications,
it could not prevent them from being sent.’25
_
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Seeking to take advantage of this apparent split, Western States,

Miriam Makeba, a well-known South African singer and anti-Apartheid
campaigner, is seen as she exchanged views with Karseno Sasmojo of
Indonesia’s Permanent Mission to the UN, shortly before the meeting of the
Special Committee on the Policies of Apartheid of the Government of the
Republic of South Africa opened, 16 July 1963.

desire to put several States ‘on the spot, by pressing for strong
implementation clauses.’37 Second, and perhaps more importantly,
Western States wanted to include strong compliance mechanisms
– including a petitions procedure - in the draft International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). They understood
_
11

CHARTER-BASED COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

With resolution 1235 (XLII) of 6 June 1967, the ECOSOC conferred authority on the Commission and its Sub-Commission,

DEVELOPMENT OF
TREATY BODY
COMPLAINTS
PROCEDURES

The debates over the creation of communications procedures

as requested, to ‘examine information relevant to gross viola-

under the early human rights treaties mirrored similar

tions of human rights and fundamental freedoms [...] contained

discussions among States about how the Commission itself

in the communications listed by the Secretary-General pursuant

should deal with petitions. These discussions led, eventually, to

to Economic and Social Council resolution 728 F (XXVIII) of 30

the creation of two Charter-based (as opposed to treaty-based)

July 1959.’67 Although it was focused primarily on the question

complaints procedures: the Special Procedures communications

of human rights violations in the context of racial discrimination

system; and the Commission’s ‘1503 procedure’ (later replaced

and apartheid, ECOSOC resolution 1235 (XLII) nonetheless wel-

by the Human Rights Council’s ‘Confidential Complaint

comed ‘the decision of the Commission to consider the question

Procedure’).

of the violation of human rights […] in all countries.’

Treaty Bodies are ‘committees of independent experts’ that

Although the ICESCR was adopted by the GA on the same day

monitor the implementation of the core international human

as the ICCPR (16 December 1966), it would take the UN over

rights treaties. All core human rights treaties and/or their

40 years to establish a corresponding complaint procedure. In

In June 1965, the UN Committee on Decolonisation called on

In 1970, three years after the Commission had been granted

optional protocols provide for the possibility for individuals to

1966, economic, social and cultural rights were not considered

the Commission ‘to consider individual petitions concerning

permission (through resolution 1235 (XLII)) to do so, the ECOSOC

submit individual complaints.52

well suited to an individual complaints process.

human rights violations in the territories under Portuguese

established the UN’s first universal human rights communica-

administration, South Africa and South Rhodesia.’

Pursuant

tions procedure (universal in terms of both geographic coverage

With the adoption of the ICCPR and its (first) Optional Protocol,

Thinking at the time is well summed up by a 1966 statement

to this request, the ECOSOC invited the Commission ‘to con-

and thematic scope), with the adoption of ECOSOC resolution

the Human Rights Committee was the first Treaty Body to begin

of a Uruguayan diplomat, Gros Espiell, who argued that ‘the

sider as a matter of importance and urgency the question of

1503 (XLVIII).68 This new ‘1503 procedure’ was mandated to

handling individual complaints of rights violations (in 1976).

objective of the [ICESCR] is that the State should take positive

the violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms [...] in

deal with any individual communications addressed to the UN

60

53

action to satisfy the economic, social and cultural rights of the

all countries.’ In response to this question, the Commission

that ‘appear[ed] to reveal a consistent pattern of gross and reli-

Although the CERD had been adopted one year before the ICCPR,

individual, whereas the objective of the other Covenant is that

passed resolution 2 (XXII),’62 informing the ECOSOC that in order

ably attested violations of human rights and fundamental free-

its article 14 procedure only became operative in 1982 when

the State should avoid certain action.

to deal with human rights violations in all countries, it needed

doms.’69

’56

61

the appropriate tools so as to be ‘more fully informed of viola-

the required ten States Parties declared that they accepted it.

54

Theo Van Boven has claimed that the CERD communications

By the time of the 1993 World Conference on Human rights

tions of human rights.’63 The authorisation to create such tools

Two distinct Charter-based communications procedures were

procedure ‘did more to serve as a break-through and a precedent

in Vienna, State thinking had moved on, with governments

was subsequently provided by the ECOSOC in resolution 1164

thus developed on the basis of the authority conferred on the

in connection with other international legal instruments than [it

declaring the indivisibility and interdependence of all human

(XLI)’ and by the GA in resolution 2144 A (XXI), which invited the

Commission by resolution 1235 (XLII): one public (communica-

did] as an international recourse procedure for victims of racial

rights. In the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action,

Commission ‘to give urgent consideration to ways and means

tions procedures under the ‘Special Procedures’), and the other

discrimination.’ He has called the article 14 procedure ‘one of

States pledged to develop a communications procedure for the

of improving the capacity of the UN to put a stop to violations of

private or confidential (the Commission’s ‘1503 procedure’). The

the most under-utilised provisions of CERD.’55 Indeed, to date

ICESCR. 15 years later (2008), member States finally adopted

human rights wherever they may occur.’65

development of these two procedures represented a revolution

(35 years after the article 14 procedure entered into force), the

an Optional Protocol for the ICESCR. This entered into force on

Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has

5 May 2013.’57

64

for the international human rights system. With the treaty-based
The following year (1967), the Commission not only gave urgent

complaints procedures, States were able to, in effect, opt in or

consideration to such ‘ways and means’ but actually put them

opt out – depending on whether they chose to become Party to

Since the establishment of the first Treaty Body complaints

in place. In March, a cross-regional group of States from Africa,

a given treaty and accept the communications procedure there-

Similar optional individual communications procedures were

procedures, there have been a number of efforts to improve them,

Asia, the Middle East, and the Caribbean, secured the adoption

under. Yet with the new Charter-based procedures, States no

included in: article 22 of the CAT, which became operational in

mainly in the context of wider Treaty Body reform exercises. The

of two resolutions establishing the first two Special Procedures

longer had this luxury. The UN could now receive information

June 1987; and article 31 of the Convention for the protection

most recent of those was the Treaty Body strengthening process

mandates: an Ad-Hoc Working Group of Experts on South Africa

from individuals living in any country, about alleged violations of

of all persons from Enforced Disappearance (CED), which

(2009-2014), which resulted in the adoption of the GA resolution

and a Special Rapporteur on Apartheid.

any human rights.

became operational in December 2010. A procedure was also

68/268.’

included under article 77 of the International Convention on the

significant changes to the complaints procedures. For example,

Immediately after establishing these first-ever Special Proce-

protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers (ICRMW) – not

proposals to more closely align the different procedures, or to

dures mandates, member States adopted resolution 8 (XXIII),

considered a core convention – but this is not yet operational.

develop common guidelines, failed to generate much support.

which decided to ‘give annual consideration to the item entitled

considered just 60 communications (see Part II).
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However, States were not able to agree on any

Even those reforms that were agreed do not appear to have

question of violations of human rights.’ In that context, it re-

Communications procedures for the Convention on the Rights of

resulted in improvements in the petitions system. For example,

quested authority from the ECOSOC (for itself and its Sub-Com-

Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), the Convention on the Rights

the decision to increase Treaty Body meeting time from 75 to

mission) to, inter alia, examine information relevant to gross vio-

of the Child (CRC) and the CEDAW, have been established

96 weeks per year has had no significant impact on the large

lations of human rights contained in the communications listed

through optional protocols. The OP-CRPD entered into force at

backlog of individual complaints (see Part II of this report).’

in the annual confidential list of communications.’66

59

the same time as the Convention (2008), while the OP-CEDAW
and the OP-CRC became operational 21 years and 25 years
(respectively) after the adoption of the CEDAW (1979) and the
CRC (1989).

_
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_
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Since 1994, there has been an annual meeting

In May 2016, the Special Procedures and the OHCHR launched

than 24 hours). Initially it will operate alongside

of Special Procedures, allowing them to ‘discuss

a new online submission system.’ The new system, developed

the existing traditional methods of submission,

issues of common interest, coordinate their work

in consultation with civil society, responds to repeated calls

but eventually it is expected to become the sole

and meet with a range of stakeholders, including

(including by the Universal Rights Group and Brookings

means of submitting complaints.

States and civil society organizations.’72 At the

Institution in a 2014 policy report)’81 for the Special Procedures

12th such annual meeting in 2005, a ‘Coordination Committee’

to make better use of new technology to improve accessibility,

Most recently, in February 2017, OHCHR launched a new

was established and tasked with, inter alia: enhancing the

responsiveness and transparency.’82 The online system provides

‘Communications

The Commission established the first two ‘Special Procedures’

effectiveness of mandate-holders and facilitating their work;

– for the first time – a centralised guidance tool for individuals

spcommreports.ohchr.org/),

mandates three months prior to the passing of resolution 1235

facilitating joint action; facilitating the sharing of experience

wishing to submit a complaint. It also allows – again for the

contained in the triennial ‘joint communications reports’ - but

(XLII), citing GA resolution 2144 (XXI) and ECOSOC resolution 9 (II)

concerning methods of work; and encouraging States to

first time – individual petitioners to track the progress of their

now makes it accessible and more easily searchable in real time.

as the legal basis. Both mandates were established by a vote, with

cooperate with Special Procedures.’73

submission. Importantly, the new online system is secure

This, again, is a significant step forward in the development of a

(information is encrypted and not maintained online for more

more victim-orientated communications procedure.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SPECIAL PROCEDURES
COMPLAINTS
PROCEDURE

80

most Western countries abstaining.’ Commission resolution 9
70

(XXIII), however, specifically requested post-facto authorisation

Importantly, in 2000 joint action on communications was

from the ECOSOC to include ‘the power to recommend and adopt

enhanced by the creation of a ‘Quick Response Desk’ (QRD)

general and specific measures to deal with violations of human

at the OHCHR, through which petitions to Special Procedures

rights’ in its terms of reference. This request led to ECOSOC

could be channelled. The QRD was mandated to ‘evaluate and

resolution 1235 (XLII), which constituted the legal basis for the

analyse the information received and coordinate appropriate

establishment of future apcing Special Procedures mandates.

responses and action.’74

The Working Group on South Africa and the Special Rapporteur

In 2011, the OHCHR began publishing a triennial ‘joint

on Apartheid were soon followed by the creation of other country-

communications

specific mandates: on the Occupied Palestinian Territories

communications sent to governments and responses thereto,

(1969), Chile (1975) and Equatorial Guinea (1979). In 1980, the

had been published as an addendum to each mandate-holder’s

Commission established the first thematic mandate: the Working

annual report. This frequently led to delays in providing updates

Group on enforced or involuntary disappearances. This was soon

on progress to individual petitioners. As noted by Philip Alston,

followed by other thematic mandates, including the Special

the pre-2011 process ‘might involve a delay of as little as

Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions

two months or closer to two years, depending entirely on the

(1982) and the Special Rapporteur on torture (1985).

fortuitous timing of the report and the communication.’75 Since

report.’

Previously,

information

Report

and

Search’

which

portal

provides

(https://

information

on

September 2011, however, those delays have been significantly
While the early country-mandates did consider both written and

reduced, and information on all communications to and from

oral testimonies from individuals as key sources of information,

governments is compiled in one – albeit rather obscure –

it was the early thematic mandate-holders (on enforced

place.’76 In 2017, further progress was made when information

disappearances, summary executions and torture) who took

on Special Procedures communications began to be provided via

the initiative to construct a true individual communications

a new fully searchable web portal (see below). Notwithstanding

procedure – originally known as the ‘urgent messages procedure’

these systemic innovations, some mandate-holders continue to

(UMP). Under the UMP, mandate-holders would, on the basis

include more detailed analyses of communications in annex to

of communications received from individuals, transmit letters

their own annual reports.’77

to the relevant government – via fax or telex – asking them to

DEVELOPMENT OF
THE ‘1503 PROCEDURE’

clarify the details of specific cases and suggesting appropriate

Over the past 20 years, member States of the Commission

remedial action. Though there was an initial push back from

(1998) and then the Council (2006 and 2011) have undertaken

some member States of the Commission (Bertie Ramcharan

a number of reviews of the operation of the Special Procedures.

recalls a ‘firestorm’ erupting when the Special Rapporteur on

Those reviews have seen a number of interesting proposals

Under the ‘1503 procedure,’ individuals or groups with ‘direct

examination by a public procedure (i.e. ‘1235 procedure’) of the

summary executions published a report including individual

put forward to strengthen the accessibility and effectiveness of

and reliable knowledge’ of human rights violations could submit

Commission, or by a Treaty Body; (c) the complaint must not to

communications’ ), mandate-holders continued to develop and

the communications procedure. These have focused, inter alia,

a complaint directly to the Commission (i.e. member States)

be politically motivated or manifestly unfounded or insulting;

expand their individual communications procedures, largely at

on finding ways to improve the availability and transparency of

without an independent mechanism acting as an intermediary.

and (d) the complaint must not to be anonymous and should

their own initiative.

information (including the use of new technology), as well as

Complaints were expected to contain factual information and

not rely exclusively on media reports. Complaints meeting these

government responsiveness and cooperation. However, these

demonstrate the existence of a consistent pattern of gross

requirements were forwarded to the State(s) concerned, with a

With the rapid quantitative expansion of the Special Procedures

reviews largely failed to secure improvements to the system.

human rights violations. In order to be admissible, submissions

request that it/they respond to the allegations within 12 weeks.

system from the 1990s onwards, several steps were taken to

Rather – as with the development of the overall Special Procedures

were expected to meet a number of requirements: (a) the

The complaint, together with any response received by the

better coordinate, harmonise, and streamline the methodologies

system – reforms have mainly been driven by individual mandate-

complainant was required to have exhausted domestic remedy

State(s) concerned, would then be reviewed by the Commission

employed by mandate-holders to receive and process petitions,

holders or by the OHCHR’s Special Procedures branch.

and to have submitted the complaint within a reasonable period

through a four-stage procedure:

71

and to communicate with governments.

_
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Participants at the 35th session of the Human Rights Council, 6 June 2017

of time; (b) the concerned State must not already be under

_
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1.

The complaint was first reviewed by a Working Group on

It did not take long however for frustrations

Linked with this political manipulation of the process, the

transferred to the 1235 public procedure.

Communications (WGC), composed of five independent

to emerge. It soon became evident that

review of situations of concern could be – and frequently was

In 12 cases, this led to the establishment

experts (members of the Sub-Commission) - one from each

the confidential nature of the procedure

– excruciatingly slow. Even in best-case scenarios, situations

of a country-specific Special Procedures

regional group. The WGC would review the substance of

made it particularly vulnerable to political

might not reach the Commission for at least a year after they

mandate: Afghanistan (1984), Bolivia (1981),

the complaint to ensure procedural requirements had been

manipulation.’87 As they became familiar with the four-stage

were originally reported.’95 Furthermore, if updated information

Chad (2004), Democratic Republic of Congo – former Zaire

met – i.e. that it revealed ‘a consistent pattern of gross and

process outlined above, States were able to exert an increasing

was sent, it was dealt with as a new submission’

and thus

(1994), El Salvador (1981), Equatorial Guinea (1979), Guatemala

reliably attested violations of human rights and fundamental

degree of influence over the outcome.

again filtered through the Sub-Commission.’97 Nicole Questiaux

(1982), Haiti (1987), Liberia (2003), Myanmar (1992), Rwanda

(France), a member of the Sub-Commission at the time, has said

(1994), and Sudan (1993).’102 With the establishment of the

freedoms.’ Where these requirements were met, the WGC
83

2.

would forward the complaint to the Sub-Commission’s

For example, despite the fact that the WGC was supposed to

‘confidential deliberations’ under the 1503 procedure frequently

Human Rights Council in 2006, the 1503 procedure was replaced

plenary. If more information was required, complaints could

be composed of independent experts, government officials

continued ‘for years’, when the situation usually ‘demanded an

with a new ‘Confidential Complaint Procedure.’ As part of the

be kept pending until the following session (a year later).

(e.g. from Ethiopia, Nigeria, the US, and the USSR) frequently

immediate public response.’98 From the perspective of victims

Institution Building Package (IBP) of the Council, States agreed

succeeded in being appointed (in some instances, government

and NGOs, frustration at the slow and halting nature of progress

to three principle changes (as compared to the 1503 procedure).

The Sub-Commission plenary would then consider the

representatives even represented a majority of WGC members).’88

under the 1503 procedure was further exacerbated by the

Firstly, it was agreed that the overall complaints process should

communication, and government replies thereto, to determine

Indeed, the appointment process became so politicised that

secretive character of the process, meaning that it was difficult

be concluded within two years. With this in mind, both the WGC

whether the situation merited referral to the full Commission –

on one occasion a Soviet official was able to ‘consistently

to access updates on progress.

and the WGS were mandated to meet at least twice a year for

i.e. whether the information received may ‘reveal a consistent

[represent] the Eastern bloc, even in 1980 when the Chairman

pattern of gross and reliably attested violations of human

[of the Sub-Commission] designated a Bulgarian alternate.’89

The Commission did take some steps to respond to these

Council (which would meet for three regular sessions per year

rights requiring consideration by the Commission.’

Once in place, these officials were able to help allies avoid

concerns and challenges. For example, in 1978 its Chairman

– compared to the Commission’s single annual session), this

scrutiny. For example, according to a 1978 article in the French

began the practice of announcing the names of States being

would, in theory, allow States to respond to urgent situations in

Though not foreseen in the original resolution, from 1974

newspaper Le Monde, representatives of Pakistan and the

considered under the 1503 procedure (though without providing

a timelier manner. Secondly, in order to improve transparency,

the Commission established a second screening group –

USSR on the WGC were instrumental in blocking UN action on

any further details), while in 1979 the Commission decided, for

especially for victims and/or their representatives, complainants

the Working Group on Situations (WGS) – composed of

the situation in Argentina.’ It was a similar story with the WGS:

the first time, to transfer consideration of a particular human

would receive progress updates at each stage of the process

representatives of member States of the Commission.’85

certain States repeatedly used their position on the Working

rights situation, Equatorial Guinea, from the confidential 1503

(e.g. after consideration by the WGC, after consideration by the

The WGS was charged with examining the material referred

Group to protect friends from criticism; while in other cases the

procedure to the public 1235 procedure. The latter development

WGS, and after consideration by the Council itself). Thirdly, as a

to the Commission by the Sub-Commission and any written

concerned States themselves (e.g. Argentina, Ethiopia, Uganda,

led to the creation of a country-specific Special Rapporteur

further possible course of action at the end of the process, the

government observations thereto, and deciding which country

and Uruguay) were able to secure places on the Working Group,

on Equatorial Guinea, which in turn ‘marked the beginning of

Council could now recommend that the OHCHR offer technical

situations the Commission should take up and what course of

and thereby be in a position to review information on their own

a relatively rapid expansion of country-specific mechanisms

assistance to the concerned State.

action it might take

human rights situation and decide, on behalf of the UN, what

under the 1235 procedure’ following (and catalysed by) earlier

action should, or (more likely) should not, be taken.’91

consideration under the 1503 procedure.

referred to it by the WGS during its annual session (in closed

For States keen to avoid international attention and criticism,

Notwithstanding these improvements, in 1999, the Commission’s

preventative or early warning capacity of the Confidential

meeting). The concerned State could participate in the

the 1503 procedure also had the advantage of precluding public

Bureau concluded that the 1503 procedure had ‘come to be

Complaint Procedure; to remove the need for complainants to

meeting, and enter into a discussion with the Commission.

scrutiny at the UN. By keeping situations under confidential

regarded as an increasingly ineffectual, highly cumbersome

have exhausted domestic remedy before submitting information;

The Commission could take one of four courses of action:

consideration, States could in effect kick them into the

means for addressing situations warranting the Commission’s

and to remove the non-duplication (with the Treaty Body and

(a) discontinue consideration; (b) keep the situation

‘political long grass,’ thus providing ‘a useful shield’ against

attention,’ particularly in light of ‘the emergence over the past

Special Procedures communications procedures) requirement.

under review, and wait for further information from the

public criticism. Concerned States merely had to keep up the

three decades of a wide range of other processes’ (i.e. the Treaty

Supporters of these proposals argued that the Confidential

State concerned; (c) keep the situation under review and

appearance of ‘entering into a dialogue’ with the Commission,

Body and Special Procedures communications systems).’100

Complaint Procedure is different from, and complementary

appoint a country-specific Special Procedures mandate to

92

‘no matter how remote from the substance of the allegations’

In a report to the Commission, the Bureau suggested that

to, the other communications procedures in that it is designed

monitor the situation and report back;’86 or (d) move the

that dialogue might be. Philip Alston has observed that the

‘significant reform of the existing procedure’101 was required,

to identify emerging situations of concern – rather than to

matter to the 1235 public procedure, under which it could

‘dialogue’ in the Commission was generally characterised by

and made a number of proposals in that regard (including

deal specifically with individual complaints. These proposals

take a further range of actions (e.g. adopt a resolution).

‘political horse-trading rather than a probing inquiry into the

removing the WGS – i.e. States – from the screening process).

were, however, rejected by the African Group, the Non-Aligned

facts and a quest for the most effective potential response.’

The Commission largely rejected these proposals.

Movement (NAM), and the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation

84

3.

4.
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96

90

five working days. Together with more frequent meetings of the

99

Finally, the Commission would then consider the situations

During negotiations on the IBP, a number of other interesting
proposals were put forward, including: to enhance the

93

At the time of its creation, NGOs hailed the 1503 procedure

For example, in 1977 a draft resolution on the human rights

(OIC).

as a major breakthrough. It appeared to offer the first truly

situation in Uganda was tabled by the UK and Canada during a

In 2005, the Commission (together with its 1503 procedure)

universal procedure through which individuals and civil society

(public) meeting of the Commission, but was blocked by Cuba

was abolished (to be replaced by a new Human Rights Council

could submit complaints concerning violations of human

on the grounds that a resolution on the same situation was

– see below). Over the course of three and a half decades, the

rights in any State.

already pending under the 1503 procedure.’94 Argentina was

Commission had leveraged its confidential procedure to address

another State that successfully avoided public scrutiny (between

situations in at least 86 countries. In 19 of those cases (across

1976 and 1980) by cooperating – procedurally at least – with the

17 countries), the situation was considered serious enough to

1503 procedure.

merit public scrutiny by the Commission and was therefore

_
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1980-2016 –
DEVELOPMENT,
COORDINATION AND
RATIONALISATION?

15 years later (1994), a further report by Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, reaffirmed this vision of a single petition
system made up of three complementary parts, while adding
two further layers of analysis. First, the Secretary-General
reflected on the important distinction between the public and the
confidential parts of the system, welcoming the long-standing
‘practice of the Commission not to take any action under the
1503 procedure if the country concerned [was being] dealt with

In 1976, a few months after the OP-ICCPR had entered into

under a public procedure’ or to ‘discontinue consideration of

force, the Sub-Commission’103 invoked a clause contained in

a country situation under the 1503 procedure, in order to take

ECOSOC resolution 1503 which stipulated that the confidential

up consideration of the same matter under a public country

procedure ‘should be reviewed if any new organ entitled to deal

mandate.’112 Second, he reflected on the emergence of the

with such communications should be established within the

communications procedures of thematic Special Procedures

United Nations or by international agreement.’104 In response,

(an increasingly important ‘public’ part of the system).’113

the Commission asked the then UN Secretary-General, Kurt
Waldheim, to prepare an ‘analysis of existing United Nations

The 1994 report remains the last official UN attempt to review

procedures for dealing with communications concerning

the operation of the international human rights petition system

violations of human rights, to assist the Commission in studying

as a single coherent whole, made up of three complementary

measures to avoid possible duplication and overlapping of work

parts. It was also the last time the UN gave serious consideration

in the implementation of these measures.’105 This analysis was

as to how to better leverage the synergies between the three

published in 1979.’

parts of the system, as opposed to focusing on improving the

106

performance of each in isolation.
In his report, the Secretary-General recognised that ‘the

PART II

fundamental difference [between the 1503 and the ICCPR
procedure] is that the former is concerned with the examination
of situations, whereas the latter is concerned with the

WHERE ARE WE TODAY?

examination of individual complaints, i.e. isolated instances of
alleged violations of human rights.’107 This important distinction
was also recognised by the Human Rights Committee in its
second report to the GA, in which it argued that ‘a situation
is not the same matter as an individual complaint.’108 In 1980,
Maxime Tardu proposed a lexicology to better understand and

Today, individual complaints can be addressed to eight

Part II of this report will therefore consider each of the three

clarify this distinction. Treaty Bodies, it was argued, represented

Treaty Bodies with communications procedures, the Special

procedures in turn, to understand their contemporary situation,

a ‘petition-recourse system,’ while the 1503 Procedure might be

Procedures mandates that accept communications (almost

the challenges they face, and the reforms they have put in place

defined as a ‘petition-information system.’

all of them), and/or the Human Rights Council’s Confidential

to strengthen performance. The analysis will adopt a victim’s

Complaints system.’114

perspective, with each procedure considered against a three-

109

From a historical perspective, the main contribution of the

point framework of:

Secretary-General’s report was to introduce the idea that as

As section I of this report makes clear, whilst each of these

more communications procedures are established, it would

three procedures was created for the same broad purpose – to

become increasingly important, in order to retain coherence

offer the victims of alleged domestic human rights violations

and ease-of-access for victims, to provide a single initial point

direct recourse to the international human rights protection

of contact (or interface) between petitioners and the UN. For

system – since their establishment they have developed along

the Secretary-General, this initial point of contact (or interface)

parallel tracks; each identifying, understanding and seeking to

was ‘the Secretariat,’ which should ‘not only assist authors, as

overcome the challenges they face in isolation.

• VISIBILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY
• RESPONSIVENESS
• EFFECTIVENESS

appropriate’ but also ‘sort out mail at the initial […] stage, with
a view to ensuring proper channelling of material into each
procedure.’110 In other words, individual victims of human rights
violations are unlikely to be experts on the intricacies of the UN
human rights protection system, or ‘to have prior knowledge
of the existing [communications] procedures or the functions
of the bodies implementing them.’111 Nor, by extension, should
they be expected to know which of the procedures would be best
placed to help them secure remedy or redress.
_
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As the Human Rights Committee has recognised in its General

TREATY BODIES

FIGURE 1. OVERVIEW OF COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE UN HUMAN RIGHTS TREATY BODIES

Comment 33, while it, in common with other Treaty Bodies, is not
3000

a judicial body, its Views ‘exhibit some important characteristics

2932

30

of a judicial decision,’ namely: ‘[that] they are arrived at in a
The communications procedures under the eight core Treaty
Bodies are widely considered to be the most robust of the
three UN human rights petitions systems. Described as ‘quasijudicial,’ they reach decisions – known as ‘Views’115 – on each and

judicial spirit, including the impartiality and independence
2500

of Committee members, the considered interpretation of the

Violation

Admissible

Pending

No violation

Inadmissible

Discontinued

797

Total number of complaints registered by each Treaty Body

25

language of the Covenant, and the determinative character of
the decisions.’120 Thus while not binding in a strict legal sense,
2000

these Views ‘represent an authoritative determination by the

20

797

organ established under the Covenant itself charged with the
interpretation of that instrument.’121

15

1500

TREATY BODY
COMMUNICATIONS
PROCEDURE IN A
NUTSHELL

10

51

There are two stages to this decisionmaking process: ‘admissibility’ – i.e. the
determination of whether the complaint is

40

20

500

the determination of whether the compliant is justified. At the
0

whether the complaint complies with the necessary procedural

9

1

suitable for assessment; and ‘merits’ – i.e.
‘admissibility’ stage, the relevant Treaty Body will determine

Once a Treaty Body has received a complaint, there are basic

110

1000

3
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CCPR
115

States
Parties
23 Mar 1976

CESCR

CERD

CEDAW

22

States
Parties
3 Dec 1982

57

108

States
Parties
5 May 2013

Cases concluded in 2016

every case that meets the basic requirements for registration.

Outcome

States
Parties
22 Dec 2000

CAT
69

States
Parties
26 Jun 1987

CRPD
92

States
Parties
3 May 2008

CED
21

States
Parties
23 Dec 2010

CRC
29

States
Parties
14 Dec 2014

5

0

requirements that determine whether the complaint will be

requirements, such as whether all domestic remedies have

registered - including whether the State concerned has ratified

been exhausted. If it does comply, the Treaty Body will then

the relevant treaty and whether the allegations appears to

consider the substance (or ‘merit’) of the complaint and decide

concern the violation of one or more of the rights listed in the

whether a violation has taken place. Often, these stages happen

treaty. If the complaint meets these basic requirements, it will

simultaneously; however the concerned State can object to

be registered for consideration and subsequently transmitted

this. Treaty Body meetings to consider individual petitions are

to the relevant State for comment. If the State responds, the

held behind closed doors. Once a decision is finalised, both the

representing 74% of all communications; and the Committee

When set against the number of States that have accepted the

individual submitting the complaint can reply to their comments.

claimant and the State concerned are informed.’

Against Torture 797, representing a further 20% of the total.

individual complaints procedures under the different human

This means that just two Treaty Bodies have received 94% of all

rights treaties (as of the end of 2016, 197 States have accepted

individual complaints transmitted to the UN Treaty Body system.

around 513 procedures), and, more importantly, the huge number

117

The Treaty Body will then be in a position to make a decision on

Date entered
into force

Source: Data from the OHCHR’s ‘Statistical Survey on individual complaints’, the OHCHR’s jurisprudence database and the UN Treaty collection website. For
methodology please see endnote.

the basis of all the information received. If the State does not

If a Treaty Body establishes that a human rights violation has

take the opportunity to respond within a set timeframe (despite

occurred, it will decide what remedial action is required, and will

reminders), the Treaty Body will make its decision based solely

ask the State to report back within a certain period of time (e.g.

What is more, that predominance shows little sign of abating: in

and every day, the fact that there have been less than 4,000

on the individual’s complaints.’116

six months) on what action has been taken to comply with its

2016, the Human Rights Committee considered 67% of all Treaty

petitions received and that those complaints relate to alleged

decision.’

Body communications, and the Committee against Torture 19%.

violations of only a limited number of civil and political rights; it

118

Final decisions, or ‘Views,’ on the admissibility and

of human rights violations that take place around the world each

merits of cases are available on OHCHR’s website, and form the
human rights Treaty Body jurisprudence.’

119

becomes evident that something is wrong.
Meanwhile, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women, despite the fact that there are around 40 more

In addition to these overall totals, it is also instructive to look at

States Parties to the CEDAW than to the CAT, accounted for less

the geographic spread (countries of origin) of petitions received

than five per cent of cases concluded in 2016, and, over more

(see Figure 2).

than 16 years of operation has registered just 110 complaints

VISIBILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY

communications procedures.’122 The results of that analysis are

in total. Even more strikingly, the CERD has registered just 51

For those Treaty Bodies that receive the most individual petitions,

presented below.

communications across more than 33 years of operation. The

namely the Human Rights Committee and the Committee Against

Committee did not conclude consideration of any communications

Torture, URG’s data analysis found that 23% of all States Parties to

in 2016.

the ICCPR have never been the subject of an admissible petition,

It is one thing for a State to accept a communications procedure
under one of the human rights treaties, opening up the possibility

URG’s analysis found that, since their establishment, the various

for individuals within its jurisdiction to submit petitions to

committees have registered a total of 3,960 communications.’123

relevant Treaty Bodies; but it is quite another thing for those

When one considers that the first communications procedure

Over eight years of operation, the CRPD has registered just

individuals to know they have this option – that they can seek

(for the ICCPR) entered into force in 1976, this overall number

40 complaints. Given that 92 States are Party to the CRPD

Turning to other committees, a staggering 72% of the 108 CEDAW

protection and redress from the UN - and, where they do know,

appears very small.

communications procedure, this is - again – a surprisingly small

States Parties that accept the treaty’s communications procedure

number.

have never been the subject of an admissible complaint. That

that they have the capacity to access the relevant procedure(s).

while for the CAT that figure rises to 46%.

What is more, that overall figure is dominated by petitions

_
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figure rises to 84% for the CRPD (of the 92 States that accept the

In order to inform consideration of these important issues, over

received by just two Treaty Bodies: the Human Rights Committee

Finally, the three most recent procedures to become operational

procedure), and 97% for the CRC (of the 29 States that accept the

the course of 2015 and 2016, the Universal Rights Group (URG)

and the Committee Against Torture (see Figure 1). As of the end of

– under the ICESCR, the CRC, and the CED – have, to date, dealt

procedure).

undertook a major quantitative analysis of the Treaty Body

2016, the Human Rights Committee had received 2,932 petitions,

with only 20, nine and one communication(s), respectively.

_
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FIGURE 2. SCRUTINY OF STATE PARTIES TO TREATY BODY COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES
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FIGURE 3. MAP SHOWING THE NUMBER OF TREATY BODY COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED CONCERNING EACH STATE
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Source: Data from the OHCHR’s ‘Statistical Survey on individual complaints’, the OHCHR’s jurisprudence database and the UN Treaty collection website.
For methodology please see endnote.

Source: Data from the OHCHR’s ‘Statistical Survey on individual complaints’, the OHCHR’s jurisprudence database and the UN Treaty collection website. For
methodology please see endnote.

Breaking down these figures by UN regional group reveals

Breaking down these regional variations even further – to the

First, it appears that the vast majority of victims and/or their

The importance of these lawyer-NGO support networks for the

that the African Group, despite having the most States that are

level of individual States – highlights even more significant

representatives are completely unaware that the procedures

visibility of the Treaty Body complaints procedures (and for their

Party to the ICCPR communications procedure (33), has only

– and worrying – imbalances. For example, three Western

exist, and/or have little or no understanding of how they work

subsequent ability to access those procedures – see below)

been the subject (as a region) of six per cent of all individual

democracies, Canada, Sweden, and Switzerland, account

in practice. This lack of visibility is especially stark in developing

also helps to explain the severe regional imbalances described

complaints to the Human Rights Committee.’124 If one compares

for 61% of all cases considered by the Committee Against

countries, particularly amongst people in Africa and Asia.

above. In brief, people living in more developed countries

that with complaints received about violations in countries of

Torture. According to a Treaty Body member interviewed for

the Western Europe and Others Group, then the 24 WEOG States

this report, this is because Western lawyers have started to

In these and other countries, the key to making the Treaty

professions, and generous legal aid systems, are far more likely

that have accepted the ICCPR procedure account for 39% of

use the Committee as a ‘last court of appeal’ in asylum cases.

Body communications procedures more visible, and increasing

to know or learn about the opportunities provided by the Treaty

cases considered by the Committee.’125 A very similar pattern

Denmark, meanwhile, accounts for an astonishing 34% of all

general public awareness about this important channel of

Body communications procedures, than are their peers in the

also holds true for other treaty procedures. For example, the

cases registered under the CEDAW, and 19% of all Treaty Body

remedy and redress, appears to be the victim’s ability to gain

developing world. They are also far more likely to receive expert

CEDAW received only one individual complaint regarding alleged

petition cases concluded in 2016.

access to domestic support networks made up of, for example,

legal support in submitting complaints.

violations across the 24 African States that have accepted the

with strong, independent civil society sectors, robust legal

lawyers, local human rights NGOs or, in some cases, trusted

relevant communications procedure, compared with the 71

In stark contrast, 51 States (34% of the total) that have accepted

national human rights institutions (NHRIs). These domestic

As noted above, one outward expression of the strong role of

complaints related to alleged violations in 12 of the 25 WEOG

one or more communications procedure have never been the

actors, often with the support of international NGOs, are then able

Western lawyers in preparing and submitting cases to UN Treaty

States that have accepted the same procedure. If one looks at

subject of an individual complaint. Of these States, nearly half

to advise victims on the relative merits of all available channels

Bodies is that fact that many of those cases focus not on human

the use of the communications procedure under the CAT, these

are from the African region and one-fifth from the Asia-Pacific.

of redress (including regional human rights procedures where

rights violations ‘at home’ (e.g. in Canada, Denmark, or Sweden)

present), and help them access those channels. The central

but rather on using human rights situations in third countries

figures become even more extreme and unbalanced. Since the
CAT procedure was established, a staggering 88% of all cases

Based on interviews conducted for this report, it appears

importance, from a victim’s perspective, of receiving help from

to argue in favour of or ‘non-refoulement’- i.e. to block the

scrutinised by the Committee have been in relation to alleged

that there are a number of explanations for these geographic

such expert support networks is reflected in the fact that in

deportation of an individual to a country where he/she may have

violations in just 17 (out of 25 that accept the procedure) WEOG

imbalances and, at a macro-level, for the overall low number

77% of cases concluded by Treaty Bodies in 2015, and in 62% of

their human rights violated. Between 2015 and 2016, 30% of all

States. By comparison, only two per cent of all cases relate to

of petitions scrutinised under the Treaty Body communications

cases concluded in 2016, the alleged victim was represented by

complaints dealt with by the UN Treaty Bodies related to ‘non-

alleged violations in the Asia-Pacific region, and one per cent to

procedures.

a lawyer and/or an NGO.’

refoulement.’127 For the Committee Against Torture that figure

alleged violations in Latin America.
_
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Number of communications received by State
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was 81%. Seen the other way round, over the past two years, less
_
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than 20% of individual complaints dealt with by the Committee

especially for people living in countries with poor human rights

On the important issue of the ‘victim-friendliness’ of the user

less educated individuals or for people in urgent or even life-

Against Torture related to actual allegations of torture within

records, which, as one NGO representative noted during the

interface with the Treaty Body communications procedures,

threatening situations (as will often be the case with the victims

the territory of the country concerned. The rest concerned the

interviews, ‘tend not to be Party to the key conventions or to the

where an individual wishes to make a complaint, he or she

of violations and/or their families).

risk of torture in a third country, with the objective of blocking

relevant communications procedures.’128 As an illustration of

needs access to the internet, and in particular, the website of

deportation to that country.

this point, nearly 50 UN member States are yet to accept a single

OHCHR (www.ohchr.org). The user then needs to scroll down

The third issue and potential barrier to access is admissibility.

Treaty Body communications procedure, while many others

to the bottom of the homepage (the ‘Quick selection’ segment),

Treaty Bodies will only consider the substantive merits of a

Second, from the interviews conducted, it appears that even

have accepted only one or two. This includes great swathes of

and click on ‘Individuals’ and the ‘Human rights Treaty Bodies.’

complaint once relevant procedural criteria have been met.

where individual victims do know of the existence of the Treaty

Africa and Asia, as well as the United States (see Figure 4).

The other – more intuitive – option would be to click on ‘Human

These admissibility criteria include: does the complaint

Body complaints procedures, they are not always able to access

rights bodies’ in the top menu and then ‘Treaty Bodies.’ However,

concern the alleged violation of a human rights covered by the

them. There are a number of factors affecting the accessibility of

Related to this point, many victims and/or their families do not

this takes the user to a general information page, with no direct

convention in question; can the petitioner demonstrate that he

the Treaty Body complaints procedures including: legal access;

appear to know whether their State is Party to relevant treaties

access to a complaints submission platform. Nor is such a

or she has exhausted domestic remedy; and is the complaint

user-friendliness of the victim interface; and admissibility

and procedures or not. This is perhaps not surprising when

platform accessible via the ‘Contact’ button in the top menu of

already under active consideration by another international or

requirements.

one considers how difficult it is to find out this information (via

the homepage.

regional adjudicative complaints procedures (e.g. by another UN

numerous clicks on the OHCHR website) - even for human
On the issue of legal access, under human rights treaty law

rights researchers.’
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Treaty Body, by the European Court of Human Rights, or by the
Once a victim arrives at the webpage ‘Human rights Treaty

Inter-American Court of Human Rights)?’130

individuals can only seek remedy from a Treaty Body if the State

Bodies – individual communications,’ he or she is faced with

in which they live is Party to the relevant treaty and has accepted

an overwhelming amount and variety of information. Indeed,

Treaty Body data shows that these admissibility criteria form a

the relevant communications procedure. In practice, this

a quick analysis of this ‘launch’ page reveals that it contains

significant barrier to access for many individual complainants.’131

legal consideration represents a significant barrier to access,

over 11,000 words (in total), 23 frequently asked question (FAQ)

Since the establishment of the various communications

sheets, an overview of the eight Treaty Body communications

procedures, a total of 21% of all petitions received by the Treaty

procedures, links to more detailed information on each of those

Bodies have been deemed inadmissible (on one or more of the

individual procedures, and 9,500 words of general guidance to

above grounds). Moreover, this overall figure masks variations

victims or their representatives (i.e. common guidelines for all

between committees, with some, such as the Committee on the

treaties), as well as treaty-specific guidance. Perhaps the most

Elimination of Discrimination Against Women finding over 30%

important information for victims, on ‘How to direct complaints

of all complaints received to be inadmissible.

FIGURE 4. LEVELS OF STATE ACCEPTANCE OF TREATY BODY COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES

to Treaty Bodies,’ is found at the very bottom of the page.
However, the information specifies that individuals can only

The significance of these legal and admissibility barriers to

use the contact details provided (a mail address, a fax number,

access helps explains, again, the importance for individual

and an email address) to submit complaints to six of the eight

victims or their families, of receiving external support from

complaints procedures (the procedures under the ICESCR

lawyers or human rights NGOs. To know which international

and the CRC are missing). In terms of the amount and type of

and regional communications procedures are open or available

information that should be included in any submission, this

to an individual victim, and which offer the best chance of

varies between procedures, with each Treaty Body publishing

success; to avoid duplication of claims between mechanisms;

their own factsheets, guidelines and model forms. Some of

and to demonstrate the exhaustion of domestic remedy; all

these documents are available directly from the general ‘Human

clearly require a good knowledge of domestic, regional and

rights Treaty Bodies – individual communications’ page; others

international legal procedures.

are only accessible from the webpages of the separate Treaty

Average number of TBs accepted by Small Island Developing States (SIDS)
Number of TB communications procedures accepted by State
0
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RESPONSIVENESS

On a positive note, the above information is available in multiple

Unlike the other two UN human rights petitions procedures

(though not all) UN languages, notably Arabic, Chinese,

(Special Procedures and the Council’s Confidential Complaints

English, and Russian. French- and Spanish-speaking users

Procedure), every single person who submits a genuine (i.e.

are directed to the English language page. Submissions can in

admissible) human rights complaint to a Treaty Body will

principle be made in any of the official UN languages, though

receive some sort of response (even if that is only to advise the

from the interviews conducted for this report it appears that

petitioner that the State is not Party to the convention, and that

complaints made in Arabic, Chinese, or Russian are likely to

they should instead contact the Special Procedures).’132

face delays. In short, it appears very difficult for non-experts

African, Indian Ocean, Meditteranean and South China Sea SIDS

with no prior knowledge of the system to locate the interface

One key challenge for victims, however, is that it can take a

Carribean SIDS

for the submission of individual complaints, identify the correct

very long time to receive that response. For cases concluded in

procedure for the violation and the country in question, and

2016, for example, it took the relevant committees, on average,

then understand (and eventually compile) all the information

three and a half years to reach their final Views. For a number of

necessary to make an admissible submission. Moreover,

particularly complicated cases, and/or cases where the States

whereas these determinations are already difficult for expert

concerned refused to cooperate, the timeframe for completion

or highly educated users, they are likely to be impossible for

might increase to more than seven years. It goes without saying

Pacific SIDS

Source: Data from the UN treaty collection website. For methodology please see endnote.

_
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Bodies.

_
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that from the perspective of individuals who have suffered or

Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, interviewed

are suffering serious human rights violations, a delay of three

for this report, estimated that her Committee is usually able

and a half years (let alone seven years) in finalising the UN’s

to conclude three to four cases per session, meaning nine to

As noted above, the possibility of requesting interim measures

strategy on the part of lawyers to use the

response greatly diminishes the utility of the procedure. When

12 cases per year. Thus, at current resource levels (which are

is not immediately evident to individual petitioners, (it is

Treaty Body communications procedure as a

considering this issue, one NGO representative quoted the well-

unlikely to improve any time soon – the net gain for the petitions

not mentioned on the complaint forms). As a consequence,

‘court of last appeal’ – to delay and/or block

known legal maxim ‘justice delayed is justice denied,’ while

unit from the recent Treaty Body strengthening process was

this option is mainly used in cases where the alleged victim

deportation. The use of interim measures

another asked the rhetorical question: ‘how can I recommend

just one extra member of staff), it would take around five

is represented by a lawyer. For example, of all the interim

to prevent imminent deportation is an important part of this

to someone who has been tortured and who is still at risk to

years to clear the existing CEDAW backlog – assuming no new

measures requested and adopted in 2016, in only 12% of cases

strategy. Where a committee adopts an interim measure, then

spend time petitioning a mechanism that will take around three

complaints are received in the meantime. When one considers

did the individual complainant not have legal representation.

takes a long time to arrive at its final Views on the case, this

years to respond?’ Indeed, the significant delays involved in

that the Committee Against Torture has a backlog of around 170

formulating and finalising Views was highlighted by many of

cases, and the Human Rights Committee a backlog of over 640

The use of interim measures in asylum cases is a particularly

time the concerned individual’s situation may change (e.g. he or

the interviewees for this report as one of the key contemporary

(as of the end of 2016), the scale of the challenge becomes clear.

controversial issue, especially amongst Western States. URG

she may get married, or have children). Western governments

challenges facing the Treaty Body system.’133

Meanwhile, new communications procedures are coming into

data shows that interim measures were requested in 78%

are increasingly frustrated by this situation, questioning why

force (e.g. under the CRPD, ICESCR, and CRC) and more States

of cases relating to immigration claims between 2015 and

international quasi-judicial committees should have the power

are accepting those procedures.

2016. As noted earlier in this report, this is usually part of a

to suspend due process overseen by respected domestic courts.

EFFECTIVENESS

communication are true, if they appear from all the circumstances

Although some level of delay in processing claims is unavoidable

can serve to delay deportation for many years – during which

due to the need to allow time for the State concerned and the
complainant to respond to information provided, the main cause

In order to circumvent these potentially critical delays, especially

of the backlog of cases is a lack of human resources in the

in the most serious and urgent cases, Treaty Bodies are able to

Secretariat. There are currently only around a dozen OHCHR

adopt ‘interim measures.’ These measures, addressed to the

professionals responsible for processing thousands of petitions

State concerned, are designed to prevent irreparable harm

per year – placing enormous strain on staff members. Largely

from being done in the time it takes for a committee to reach

as a result of such capacity constraints, as of the end of 2016

a final decision on the case in question. According to NGO

the Treaty Body system was facing a backlog of over 900 cases

representatives: ‘interim measures can be highly effective

(where a decision is pending). This represents a 97% increase

and can mean the difference, literally, between life and death.’

The overall effectiveness of the Treaty Body communications

over 2011.’

to be substantiated.’142

In reality, the actual number of petitions awaiting

They must be explicitly requested by the complainant (though

system ultimately depends on States’ willingness to respond

While Treaty Body’s generally enjoy high levels of cooperation

attention will be far higher – because the figure of 900 does not

this is not indicated on the OHCHR submission form) and ‘in

to allegations of violations, and their willingness and ability to

from States in terms of overall response rates, the quality of

include all the cases received but not yet registered.’

most cases are dealt with within 24-48 hours,’ though in some

implement the final Views / recommendations of the committees.

those responses varies considerably from State to State. A URG

134
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analysis of a sample of 100 communications sent by Treaty Bodies,

instances ‘the whole process has been concluded in just a few
To provide a sense of how long it will take to clear this backlog,

hours.’
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it is useful to note that a member of the Committee on the

INTERIM MEASURES

On the first point, committees often find it challenging to secure a

and responses thereto from States Parties, found that just 19% of

meaningful and timely response from States. Officially, States are

replies were ‘fully substantive’ i.e. detailing steps being taken by the

given six months to provide a response, after which they are issued

State to address the violation. In 23% of cases the State’s response

with three reminders. This already lengthy period of time comes,

was ‘substantive but incomplete,’ while in nearly half of all cases

of course, on top of the time it takes OHCHR and the committee in

the State either rejected the allegation out of hand without offering

question to process the initial petition or complaint, and prepare

any substantive justification for that rejection (22%) or failed to

and send the initial communication to a government. A URG

address the alleged violation(s) at all (23%).

analysis of a sample of 100 communications has found that the
such measures constitutes a violation of their

average ‘lag time’ between the receipt of a complaint by the UN

Turning to State implementation of the Views or conclusions of

subject of intense debate for a number of years, not least because

obligation to cooperate with the Committee

Treaty Body system, and the receipt of an initial response (to the

Treaty Bodies, overall this appears to be very poor.’143 In its latest

of what is at stake (people’s rights and, in some cases, their

(under article 22).’

allegations) from the State concerned, is 354 days – very nearly one

report, the Human Rights Committee deemed that just 22% of

year.

the responses it received from States contained evidence that the

Whether or not ‘interim measures’ are legally binding has been

139

Other experts, and a number of States,

lives) and because there is no reference to such procedures in

argue, on the contrary, that interim measures carry no legal

the early treaties and optional protocols (e.g. the OP-ICCPR and

weight, being merely ‘requests’ rather than ‘demands.’

State was implementing the Committee’s views to a ‘satisfactory’

the CAT). Many of the later conventions and optional protocols

Such delays notwithstanding, the overall State response rate to

degree.’144 A further 32% were deemed to be ‘partly satisfactory.’145

do make reference to interim measures, but these are explicitly

Interim measures were requested in 55 out of 143 cases

the Treaty Bodies is far higher than for Special Procedures. In just

Notably, the Committee found that five responses contained

framed as a request to be considered by the State concerned

concluded by all committees in 2015 and 2016.‘

States

13% of cases analysed by URG, did the Treaty Body not receive

evidence that ‘measures taken [by the State were] contrary to

(emphasis added).’

complied with these measures in 69% of cases. In 31% of cases

a response from the State (to inform its deliberations on the

[the Committee’s] recommendations.’146 Furthermore, in only

States simply ignored them. For example, an interim measure

merits of the case). This compares with around 50% for Special

one of 20 cases where the Committee called for the State to

calling on Belarus to halt the executions of two individuals was

Procedures communications. This is presumably explained by the

deliver compensation or effective reparation, did the State provide

Comment 33 states that ‘failure to implement […] interim or

rejected by the State concerned (on the grounds that interim

fact, recognised in Human Rights Committee General Comment

‘satisfactory’ evidence that it had implemented the Committee’s

provisional measures is incompatible with the obligation to

measures have no legal status).’

33, that ‘in failing to respond to a communication, or responding

demand.’147 As one indicator of the largely unsatisfactory nature

respect in good faith the procedure of individual communication

incompletely, a State which is the object of a communication

of State responses to Treaty Body communications, the Human

established under the Optional Protocol.’

Manfred Nowak has

puts itself at a disadvantage, because the Committee is then

Rights Committee (in its latest report) states that 28 of the 37 cases

argued, along similar lines, that while interim measures are not

compelled to consider the communication in the absence of full

covered by communications remain ‘open’ – i.e. there has not yet

strictly legally binding, the failure of a State Party to respect

information relating to the communication. In such circumstances,

been remedy or redress.
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Notwithstanding, the Human Rights Committee’s General
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the Committee may conclude that the allegations contained in the
_
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Similarly, in its latest report the Committee Against Torture
concluded that in just six per cent of the cases it assessed between
July 2015 and May 2016 (concerning 87 recommendations in
23 countries) had it received information from the relevant State

SPECIAL PROCEDURES

indicating ‘full implementation.’ In another 24% of cases, the
Committee found that the some ‘substantive steps’ had been taken
by the State concerned.

The Special Procedures’ communications system has developed

Such low levels of implementation are disappointing and, more

I of this report, the system has been built by Special Procedures

importantly, deeply worrying for victims and/or their representatives.
From interviews conducted with State representatives for this
report, it appears that the reasons for non-cooperation are
manifold, though two explanations stand out. First, at an extreme
level, some States argue that they are under no legal obligation
to respond to communications and, because the Treaty Bodies are
not courts, they are under no obligation to accept or act upon their
decisions (in fact, they note, these are not even ‘decisions’ they are
‘Views’).
Others, while recognising that by signing an optional protocol or
accepting a communications procedure they are legally obliged
to cooperate with that procedure, nevertheless argue that Treaty
Body Views are not legally binding.’148 Treaty Bodies are only ‘quasijudicial organs’149 and, as such, cannot force States to comply with
their conclusions. One Western diplomat explained this point
further, saying that while democratic States welcome the Views of
committees as providing a kind of international, objective ‘second
opinion’ on sometimes-difficult cases, in the end those committees
are ‘not courts that we have ceded power to.’150 Another Western
diplomat noted that even this ‘quasi judicial utility’ is called
into question where Treaty Bodies ‘fail to reach legally sound
conclusions or act in ways that undermine their credibility in the

mandate-holders themselves, often in the face of State resistance
– rather than by States through intergovernmental negotiation.
Since the first thematic Special Procedures mandate-holders
began to construct a communications system in the early 1980s,
through various twists and turns, and numerous innovations, the
system has developed into a flexible, responsive and increasingly
coordinated mechanism. Between them, the Special Procedures
are today able to deal with individual and group complaints
concerning most human rights, in all countries.
According to the Special Procedures’ own Manual of Operations,
‘communications may deal with cases concerning individuals,
groups or communities, with general trends and patterns of
human rights violations in a particular country or more generally,
or with the content of existing or draft legislation considered to be
a matter of concern.’152 The Manual states that ‘the main purpose
of the communications is to obtain clarification in response to
allegations and to promote measures designed to protect human
rights.’153 Special Procedures communications do not, according to
the Manual, ‘imply any kind of value judgment on the part of the
Special Procedure concerned and are thus not per se accusatory’
moreover, ‘[they] are not intended as a substitute for judicial or
other proceedings at the national level,’ but rather ‘their main

Without the authority to force State to respond to communications

violations and to promote measures designed to protect human

weapon may be to publicly embarrass or shame States that do
not cooperate. Unfortunately, as already noted in this report,
Treaty Body petitions procedures do not enjoy high levels of public
visibility. Even in Geneva there are very few people who have access
to information on which States are cooperating with Treaty Body
communications procedures, and which are not.

focus more broadly on domestic legislation,
policies, programmes or other measures
affecting individuals or groups in a particular
country or territory – known as Other Letters
(OL).

purpose is to obtain clarification in response to allegations of
rights.’154

Mandate-holders

sometimes

(indeed

increasingly)

send these communications together with other concerned

over time in an ad hoc, incremental fashion. As explained in part

eyes of governments.’151

or to comply with their views, Treaty Bodies’ most powerful

SPECIAL PROCEDURES
COMMUNICATIONS
PROCEDURE
IN A NUTSHELL

mandates – these are known as joint communications (either
Previously, there were two principal ways for victim(s) of an

JUAs or JALs).

alleged human rights violation (or their representatives) to
submit individual petitions’155 to Special Procedures. They could

The communication may ask the concerned government to

either communicate directly with a relevant mandate-holder

clarify the facts of the case (e.g. AL,) or ‘where necessary’ (e.g.

(for example to the Special Rapporteur on torture in the case

UA) may ‘request that the concerned authorities take action to

of allegations involving torture), or communicate indirectly via

prevent or stop the violation, investigate it, bring to justice those

an email address - urgent-action@ohchr.org (a team in the

responsible and make sure that remedies are available to the

OHCHR - called the Quick Response Desk – would then forward

victim(s) or their families.’158

submissions to relevant mandate-holders). Today, in an effort
to simplify and harmonise the communications procedure

In theory, if the mandate-holder(s) is satisfied with the

(making it easier, in principle, for victims to access it), Special

government’s response (where it receives one) he/she will

Procedures and the OHCHR have developed a new single

discontinue the case (for example, if the mandate-holder deems

submission portal (see below). This new online submission

there has not been a violation or if the matter has already been

portal (and its launch page) has been designed to replace the 50

resolved). If not, he/she will revert once more to the government

or so individual submission procedures (as set and managed by

with a view to securing remedy/redress.

each mandate-holder) with a single procedure / user interface.
Notwithstanding, individual submissions are - as previously -

Information on all letters sent by mandate-holders, together

still ultimately directed to the relevant mandate-holder(s), who

with any government (or other) responses thereto, is regularly

then addresses the allegations contained therein.

published in triannual ‘joint communications reports,’159 and in
a new ‘Communication Report and Search’ portal (see below).

Notwithstanding these changes, for the moment, victims

Some mandate-holders also provide further observations on

or their representatives still have the option of submitting

petitions received and government responses thereto in their

information via the urgent-action@ohchr.org email address and/

own individual annual reports.

or, in some cases, directly to specific mandate-holders (some
of whom appear to have retained their own specific channels

A final point of note is that while considerable efforts have been

for submission). Notwithstanding, it appears likely that these

and are being made to streamline and harmonise the Special

alternative submission channels will eventually be removed

Procedures individual complaints procedures, two mandates

entirely.

- the Working Group on arbitrary detention (WGAD) and the
Working Group on enforced or involuntary disappearances

Upon receipt of a submission, a mandate-holder will review it and

(WGEID) – have retained quite distinct and specialised

transmit a communication (either a Letter of Allegation (AL) if it

communications procedures, due to nature of their mandates

concerns a past violation or an Urgent Appeal (UA) if it concerns

and work.’160

time-sensitive, on-going or imminent grave violations)?
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the concerned State.’
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to

Alternatively, a communication may

VISIBILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY

_
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In 2014, the URG and the Brookings Institution published the

submitted, communications sent and responses received.

results of an in-depth analysis of the visibility, accessibility,

On the last point, importantly, the URG and Brookings

responsiveness, and effectiveness of the Special Procedures

also undertook a qualitative assessment of the content of

petitions system. The analysis involved surveys of victims and/

government responses to Special Procedures communications.

or their representatives, interviews with mandate-holders,

Figure 5 provides a schematic overview of the overall petitions

diplomats, and NGOs; and a statistical analysis of petitions

system, incorporating the results of some of those quantitative
and qualitative analyses.

_
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FIGURE 5. SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE SPECIAL PROCEDURES COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURE (2014-2015)

In terms of visibility (at the level of the victim), the URG-

petitions via the urgent-action@ohchr.org email address (as an

Brookings analysis found knowledge of the existence of the

alternative to using the portal). However, this option is expected

Special Procedures petitions procedure, and how best to

to be removed in the future. Likewise, individuals may (today)

access it, to be very low. The report noted that awareness of

still submit petitions in writing via traditional mail, though the

this problem was not new. The Bureau of the Commission on

future of this option is also uncertain.

Human Rights’

161

Victims of Alleged Human Rights Violations

The online submission portal is now the main ‘gateway’

basic workings of special procedures.’

It appears that little

for human rights petitioners, and represents a significant

has changed in the meantime. An informal paper prepared to

step forward for the visibility and accessibility of the Special

inform a discussion on the issue of communications during

Procedures petitions system. It provides, for the first time, a

the 23rd annual meeting of Special Procedures (June 2016)

centralised guidance tool for individuals wishing to submit

acknowledged that ‘the communications procedure and

complaints to the system; also opening up the possibility of

modalities for using it remain poorly understood’ among civil

progress with those communications to be tracked by victims

society actors.’

(using the new individual reference codes / tracking numbers).

162

(or their representatives)

NUMBER OF
PETITIONS =

reflected on it in 1999 and acknowledged the

‘need for grass roots awareness of the existence, purposes, and

?
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Missing Link

OHCHR Quick
Response Desk

NUMBER OF
PETITIONS =

NUMBER OF
PETITIONS = ?

?

Unlike the previous system, the tool is secure (information is
From interviews, URG and Brookings found that (as with the

encrypted and not maintained online for more than 24 hours).

Treaty Body procedure), the key to whether an individual knows

Initially it will operate alongside the existing traditional methods

of and is able to reach out to the Special Procedures petitions

of submission, but eventually is intended to be the sole

system appears to be whether or not the victim has access to

submission platform.

a wider support network including NGO representatives and
lawyers, who are aware of the possibility of submitting petitions.

The new system is certainly not flawless. For example, all
guidance as well as the portal itself are only available in English,

Relevant Special Procedure
mandate-holder(s)
514* Government responses***
(50% of communication received)
13%

5%

8%

6%

23%

43%

39%

39%

24%

URG/Brookings Institution analysis**** shows the quality
of these responses varies substantially:
Immaterial Response (IM)
Violation Rejected without Substantiation (VR)
Responsive but incomplete (RI)
Steps Taken to address alleged violation (ST)
In Translation/Not evaluated

Concerned Government(s)**

complete a submission (before that data is automatically deleted)

a submission. This generally means recourse to the OHCHR’s

can cause difficulties where the individual realises that he/she

webpage on Special Procedure communications.’

As with

does not possess all necessary documentation – and thus needs

the Treaty Body petitions page, this is most easily accessible

more time. Yet the new gateway nonetheless represents an

by clicking on ‘Individuals’ and then ‘Special Procedures’ under

important step towards a future in which all human petitions to

the ‘Quick selection’ box towards the bottom of OHCHR’s

the UN might be submitted easily, conveniently and securely via

homepage – though again (as with submitting a petition to

a single platform or interface.’166

understand the difference between the different UN human

A further glimpse of that future was revealed in February

rights communications systems.

2017, when OHCHR launched a new ‘Communication Report
and Search’ portal (https://spcommreports.ohchr.org/). This

The Special Procedures communications webpage has improved

provides basic data on each logged petition, including which

markedly since the publication of, and in line with many of the

Special Procedures mandate(s) are responsible, a brief summary

recommendations contained in, the original URG-Brookings

of each case, copies of mandate-holder communications with

report of 2014. Previously, the page provided huge amounts

concerned States, and copies of any replies from those States.

of information, offering guidance on submitting petitions

By improving transparency and making it easier for victims or

to individual mandate-holders (including links to different

their representatives to follow progress with their case, the

‘questionnaires’ prepared by each), as well as on submitting

new portal representatives a significant improvement on the

information to the Special Procedures system as a whole via

voluminous ‘joint communications reports.’

the central Quick Response Desk (QRD) and its urgent-action@
ohchr.org email address. Today, the main webpage is far simpler

In other ways too, the Special Procedures system might be

* Data for reporting period 2014-2015; Communications report of

This figure includes a small number of responses from non-tate actors,

(as an illustration, it contains around 860 words, compared with

considered the most accessible of the three main petition

Special Procedures, available at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/

as explained above. **** Qualitative assessment of responses from a

around 11,000 words on the corresponding Treaty Body page).

procedures. For example, there is no need for an individual’s

SP/Pages/CommunicationsreportsSP.aspx . ** The vast majority of

geographically representative sample of 15 States conducted by URG

communications are sent to governments. Mandate-holders can

and Brookings Institution on the basis of communications sent between

Most importantly, as of May 2016, OHCHR has replaced the

by ratifying an optional protocol) before that person can submit

also send communications to non-state actors however, such as

1 June 2011 and 31 May 2013, and replies received between 1 August

confusing guidance on how to submit information to multiple

a complaint.

corporations and inter-governmental organisations (in the form of an

2011 and 31 July 2013. For full results and methodology see Special

different mandates with a link to a single new ‘online submission’

“Other Letter”). These communications are included Note: The number

Procedures Communications Analysis research document at www.

portal for all Special Procedures mandates that can receive

Any individual in any country can do so. The system is also less

of individual submissions received by OHCHR and the mandate-holders

universal-rights.org/research/special-procedures.

petitions.’

This was developed in close consultation with civil

‘legalistic’ than its Treaty Body counterpart, meaning in principle

society organisations and mandate-holders. As noted above, for

it should be easier for non-lawyers to make complaints. Linked

the moment, individuals or groups of individuals may still submit

with this point there are no formal admissibility criteria (e.g.

is unknown.in the overall figures above, but are very few in number. ***

_
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mandates, the next step is to access the procedure – i.e. to make

Treaty Bodies) this presupposes that petitioners know and

Individual Submissions
Communications
Government responses

while the fact that victims only have 24 hours to successfully

164

1,020 *
Communications sent

Urgent Appeal (UA)
Joint Urgent Appeal (JUA)
Letter of Allegation (AL)
Joint Letter of Allegation (JAL)

For those who are aware and seek to petition relevant

Source: Human Rights Special Procedures: Determinants of Influence, by Marc Limon and Ted Piccone, Universal Rights Group and Brookings Institution,
March 2014.

home State to have accepted the communications system (e.g.

165
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FIGURE 6. TOP 20 RECIPIENTS OF SPECIAL PROCEDURES COMMUNICATIONS (2015-2016)

NUMBER OF COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVED (2015-2016)

36

United States of America

31

Egypt
Pakistan
India
Mexico

China (People's Republic of)
Israel
Saudi Arabia
Indonesia
Bahrain
Thailand
Brazil
Myanmar
Russian Federation
Spain
Australia
Bangladesh
Sudan

TREATY BODY PROCEDURES
STATE PARTY TO

55

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

Venezuela

FIGURE 7. GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS OF SPECIAL PROCEDURES COMMUNICATIONS SENT (2015-2016)

27
24
24
23
23
23
20
18
17
16
16
15
15
15
14
14
14

ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT, CRPD

Western European
and Others Group
States
concerned
Letters
States
not subject

ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT, CRPD

CRPD

20
150
9

Latin American and
Caribbean Group

CEDAW, CAT, CRPD
ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT, CRPD
ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT
ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT, CRC, CRPD, CED, IESCR
ICCPR, CERD, CEDAW, CAT, CRPD

States
concerned
Letters
States
not subject

21
164
12

African Group
States
concerned
Letters
States
not subject

Asia-Pacific Group

40
208
14

States
concerned
Letters
States
not subject

Number of communications received by State
0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 over 30

42
379
13

Eastern
European Group
States
concerned
Letters
States
not subject

19
69
4

CEDAW, CRPD
CRPD
Source: Data from the OHCHR Communication Report database and the Joint Communications Reports
of Special Procedures from 2015 to 2016. For methodology please see endnote.

Source: OHCHR Communication Report database, the UN Treaty Collection Database and the Joint
Communications Reports of Special Procedures from 2015 to 2016. For methodology please see endnote.

a victim need not have exhausted domestic remedy before

The system’s universal reach means that it fills important

Overall, the Special Procedures system also receives complaints

48% of States have ever been the subject of one of the Treaty

submitting).

protection gaps left by the other two petitions procedures.

from a wider variety of countries and regions than its Treaty Body

Bodies’ communications procedures, including just 43% of AG

For example, the Islamic Republic of Iran, the US, Egypt, and

counterpart. Between 2015 and 2016, approximately 21% of the

States and 33% of APG States. This greater geographic reach

Pakistan – four of the five States subject to the most complaints

970 letters sent by the Special Procedures were to countries

is probably explained by the universal nature of the procedure,

– are not Party to any Treaty Body procedure, and 14 of the top

from the African Group, 39% were to countries of the Asia-Pacific

and the (general) absence of formal, legal admissibility criteria.

20 are not Party to the ICCPR procedure (see Figure 6).’

Nor

(APG), seven per cent were to members of the Eastern European

Geographic balance could perhaps be even more impressive if

have any of these States been formally scrutinised under the

Group (EEG), 17% were addressed to countries in Latin America

the system was presented, and information could be submitted

Confidential Complaints Procedure.

(GRULAC), and 16% were to Western States (WEOG). Moreover,

in, all official UN languages. According to some UN officials

70% of AG States, 74% of APG States, 82% of EEG States, 64%

and NGO representatives, any petitions submitted in Arabic,

of GRULAC States and 69% of WEOG States were subject to at

Chinese, or Russian are unlikely to ‘ever see the light of day.’169

167

least one letter. In total, 72% of all UN member States were
subject to at least one letter between 2015-2016’168 (see Figure
7). To put this into perspective, according to available data, only
_
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RESPONSIVENESS

himself and his staff: ‘We are aware, of course, that the petitions
we receive could mean the difference between life and death,

FIGURE 8. GOVERNMENT RESPONSE RATES TO SPECIAL PROCEDURES COMMUNICATIONS
Reporting Period: since 31 May 2013

As reflected in the URG-Brookings’ 2014 report, before the

but we simply don’t have the resources to deal with them all.’

advent of the new online submission portal, many victims or their

Another explained the moral dilemma she faces when choosing

representatives submitting complaints to the Quick Response

which cases most merit her scarce time and resources: ‘does

48%

Human rights defenders

52%

Desk (via the urgent-action@ohchr.org email address) would be

one choose at random, according to some kind of geographic

51%

Freedom of expression

49%

unlikely to receive a quick response – in fact they would be lucky

balance, or based on the gravity of the violation?’

50%

Freedom of peaceful assembly and of association

50%

to receive a response at all. Severe human resources constraints

mandate-holder described coming into the position ‘full

51%

Torture

49%

at OHCHR meant that many petitions went unprocessed

of idealism, wanting to respond to and resolve every case I

43%

Summary execution

57%

Arbitrary detention

47%

(especially if they were submitted in languages other than

received,’ but then quite soon ‘hitting a wall of realism. ’176 A

53%
58%

Independence of judges and lawyers

42%

English, French, or Spanish). Even where cases were taken up

final powerful point made by one Special Rapporteur is that

58%

Health

42%

(and the complaint given a log number), the victim would not

‘victims are, of course, completely unaware of these resource

46%

Violence against women

54%

be informed of this and would be given no direct information

constraints’ and ‘are writing to the UN to seek urgent help, and

40%

Discrimination against women in law and in practice

60%

about progress with the case. According to anecdotal evidence

have high expectations of us.’177

51%

Disappearances

49%

48%

Indigenous peoples

52%

60%

Freedom of religion

40%
43%
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Communications responded to

A further

from NGOs, this lack of responsiveness was even more acute
where submissions were made directly to individual mandate-

These broad trends should in no way be taken to mean that the

57%

holders. In the majority of cases, the only way an individual

response of Special Procedures mandate holders to allegations

57%

Minority issues
Islamic Republic
Iran of Iran

could know whether his or her case had been taken up, and

of violations is in all cases slow. It is not. Indeed, in the course of

61%

Migrants

39%

find out what progress had been made, would be to regularly

conducting research for this report and the 2014 URG-Brookings

46%

Business enterprises

54%

check the Special Procedures’ triennial joint communications

report on Special Procedures, URG heard many inspiring

54%

Terrorism

46%

reports.’170 Indeed, the current ‘submission of information to

stories of Special Procedures mandate-holders making timely

52%

Adequate housing

48%

67%

Cultural rights

33%

the Special Procedures’ webpage explicitly informs readers that

interventions in individual cases. Rather, it is to point out that,

57%

Water sanitation

43%

complainants will not be individually notified even if action is

mainly due to capacity constraints, the system too often fails to

53%

Environment

47%

taken on the basis of their complaint.

respond to the needs of victims. While the introduction of the

53%

Racism

171

67.5%

online submission portal and the ‘Communication Report and

43%

47%
33.5%

Extreme poverty

54%

Toxic waste

46%

49%

Food

51%

47%

Myanmar

53%

Again, this is not a new issue. As far back as 1999, the Bureau of

Search’ portal will undoubtedly help alleviate this problem, by

the Commission urged the OHCHR ‘to put in place procedures to

rationalising and streamlining the system, it is clear that if it is

ensure that the initiators of all communications directed to the

to fully respond to the needs of victims, the Special Procedures

62.5% Truth, justice, reparation & guarantees on non-recurrence 37.5%

Special Procedures receive an appropriate acknowledgement

communications procedure will require significant investment

25%

Occupied Palestinian Territories

75%

and indication of how their communications are being

and new resources – resources that can only be allocated by UN

78%

Democratic and equitable international order

22%

addressed.’

member States in the General Assembly.

41%

Slavery

59%

55%

Trafficking

45%

16%

Sudan

84%

58%

African descent

42%
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As noted above, this is, to a large degree, a problem of resources.

The responsiveness of the system does not, of course, depend

It is estimated that the small team at OHCHR’s Quick Response

only on mandate-holders and the OHCHR. It is also heavily reliant

47%

Mercenaries

53%

Desk must process around 80 ‘genuine’ complaints each day.

on the willingness of States to respond to the communications

28%

Sale of children

72%

Individual mandate-holders have traditionally received many

sent to them by mandate-holders, and to do so in a timely and

50%

Foreign debt

50%

more directly.’

substantive manner.

29%

Cambodia

71%

33%

Somalia

67%

33%

Haiti

67%

50%

Internally displaced persons

50%
17%
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Moreover, once a petition is directed to the

relevant mandate-holder, he/she usually benefits from only one
or two assistants. Those staff are expected to review and analyse

The Special Procedures’ Code of Conduct ‘urges all States to […]

the petitions, coordinate with mandate-holders on possible

respond to communications transmitted to them by the Special

83%

Belarus

courses of action, draft communications to governments,

Procedures without undue delay.’178 The Manual of Operations

80%

Education

20%

follow-up with victims and concerned States, etc. That is in

further stipulates that ‘governments are generally requested to

0%

Albinism

100%

addition to their other responsibilities (e.g. preparing annual

provide a substantive response within thirty days.’179

0%

Democratic People's Republic of Korea

100%

0%

Eritrea

100%

50%
0%

Older persons

50%
100%

reports, organising country visits, etc.). ’174 According to one NGO
representative with experience of submitting petitions to the

An

updated

URG

analysis

for

this

report,

covering

Special Procedures, even those mandate-holders who dedicate

communications sent between 2014 and 2016, shows that

the most resources to communications generally ‘pick up’ only

the overall government response rate to communications is

around ten per cent of complaints submitted (by that NGO). ‘For

around 53%.’180 This is broadly similar to the response rate

victims who do not have access to international NGO support,

(50%) reported in URG-Brookings’ 2014 publication. This overall

that percentage is likely to be even lower,’ he concluded.

figure masks variations between thematic mandates (55%) and
country-specific mandates (48%), between different individual

_
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Communications not responded to

One mandate-holder interviewed for this report noted that this

mandates, and between single mandate communications (which

situation is not only failing the victims of human rights violations,

received responses in 48% of cases) and joint communications

but also places unbearable strain – mental and physical - on

(54%) (see Figure 8).

400

300

200

100

Central African Republic

0

0

Number of communications

Legend

Urgent Appeal (UA)
Joint Urgent Appeal (JUA)

100

200

300

400

Number of communications
Letter of Allegation (AL)
Joint Letter of Allegation (JAL)

Mandates with highest response rate
Mandates with lowest response rate

Source: Data from the OHCHR Communication Report database and the Joint Communications
Reports of Special Procedures from 2013 to 2016. For methodology please see endnote.
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EFFECTIVENESS

JOINT
COMMUNICATIONS

According to the Special Procedures Manual of Operations, ‘the

What does this mean in the context of the capacity of the Special

main principle [guiding the operation of the communications

Procedure communications procedure to respond to the needs

procedure] is that of effectiveness, and this will often call for

of victims and advocate for the delivery of effective remedy?

The tendency of mandate-holders to send joint communications

In particular it notes that ‘communications

going beyond a straightforward exchange of correspondence.’

While it is impossible to provide exact overall numbers (because

has been an increasing trend over the past decade. In 2005,

by thematic mandate-holders in relation to a State for which a

there is simply no data on the number of submissions received

53% of communications sent were sent jointly, while by 2016

country rapporteur exists shall be prepared in consultation with

To measure the effectiveness of the Special Procedures

by OHCHR’s QRD, the number passed to mandate-holders, the

that proportion had increased to 87%. According to the Manual

the latter.’ 189

communications system in encouraging or pressing States

number received directly by mandate-holders, and the number

of Operations, mandate-holders ‘are encouraged to send joint

to address (in a timely manner) alleged violations of human

deemed inadmissible), available data allows us to draw some

communications whenever this seems appropriate.’

rights and, where those allegations prove to be well-founded,

conclusions. According to one NGO representative, less than

to provide remedy and redress to the victims; the 2014 URG-

ten per cent of the cases they submit to Special Procedures

Brookings analysis included a detailed qualitative assessment

are taken up and, hence, communications sent to the State

of State responses to allegations.

concerned. Where complaints are taken up and communications

FIGURE 9. INDIVIDUAL AND JOINT COMMUNICATIONS SENT TO THE SPECIAL PROCEDURES (2005-2016)

sent, governments respond in only around half of all cases, and
The analysis focused on all communications sent to, and

even where they do respond just eight per cent (of government

response letters received from, 15 countries (a weighted

replies) provide substantive evidence that the State has taken or

representative sample from all regional groups) between June

is taking steps to address the alleged violation. Taken together,

2008 and May 2013,’182 and scored each against a framework

these figures suggest that only around 0.4% of ‘genuine’

made up of four categories:

petitions sent to the Special Procedures system result in some

1200

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

181

1000

form of remedy or redress.
1.

Steps taken to address violation (ST).

2.

Responsive but incomplete (RI).

Such a statistic should, of course, be treated with some caution.

3.

Violation rejected without substantiation (VR).

For one thing, it is based on a number of assumptions and

4.

Immaterial response (IM).

estimates, albeit from individuals with considerable experience

800

600

of the Special Procedures communications system. Second, as
For the purpose of the analysis, ST and RI responses were

noted by a mandate-holder, a communication to a State might

considered to be ‘substantive’ in that they meaningfully

result in action to address the allegation, but without the State

addressed the alleged violation contained in the initial

acknowledging this or even sending a reply to the mandate-

communication, while VR and IM responses were considered

holder.’184 Nonetheless, and notwithstanding the scale of the

‘non-substantive’ in that they failed to do so.

capacity challenges facing the Special Procedures mechanism
and its communications procedure, it is clear that the system is

The analysis (the results of which are incorporated into the

falling short of the needs and expectations of victims.

schematic diagram in Figure 5), found that only eight per cent

400

200

0

Individual communications sent

Joint communications sent

of assessed responses provided substantive information on

If the procedure is to remain relevant and credible, it seems

steps taken to address the alleged violation (ST).’183 A further

difficult to avoid the conclusion that systemic reform is necessary.

42% provided information that can be described as substantively

Such reforms have been considered before. For example, a 2000

responsive but incomplete (RI). Exactly half of all government

review for the High Commissioner proposed the centralisation

The above-mentioned informal discussion paper, produced to

caused by the need to coordinate with several other mandate-

responses either simply rejected the allegation(s) of violation

and streamlining of the procedure.’185 However, the proposals

inform a discussion on communications during the 23rd annual

holders.’192 In light of such delays, ‘Special Procedures were

without substantive evidence to back-up the rejection (VR -

were not fully endorsed by Special Procedure mandate-holders,

meeting of Special Procedures, explained that ‘joint action

encouraged by NGOs to make use of individual urgent appeals,

26%), or presented information that was not directly relevant to

and the Chair pointed out that ‘a fully coordinated approach’

can facilitate better coordination at all levels and reduce the

which could be followed up by joint action by several mandate

the alleged violation (IM - 24%).

would only be ‘possible in a fully-automated system.’186 It is clear

burden imposed upon governments in cases in which multiple

holders’ in the form of joint allegation letters.’193

from the foregoing, that the Special Procedures and OHCHR

communications might otherwise be sent.’

In terms of timeliness of responses, it is noteworthy that in a

have made and are making important advances in this direction

paper noted, ‘when violations occur, they often concern multiple

URG research conducted for this report found that joint

majority of cases (60%) States replied within 90 days, but in 17%

– for example, with the launch of an online submission portal

rights, and a cross-thematic approach is an efficient way to

communications sent between 2014 and 2016 did have slightly

of cases replies were received over 180 days after the initial

and online communications monitoring portal. It is important,

address this problem.’

higher government response rates than those sent individually:

communication was sent.

over the coming years, for the procedure to continue to develop

Source: Data from Facts & Figures reports and the Joint Communications Reports of Special Procedures. For methodology please see endnote.
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Furthermore, the

191

approximately 54% of the 1,324 joint communications

in this way, both in its own regard, and as a key component part

Concerns have been expressed by several mandate-holders,

received a response, compared with just 48% of 246 individual

of the overall UN human rights petition system.’187

however, over the increasingly automatic recourse to joint action.

communications.

One concern raised by those interviewed was the ‘potential delay

_
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CONFIDENTIAL
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE

Treaty Body and Special Procedures petitions systems, it is not

which deal with victims with transparency, impartiality, equality

understanding of how the Procedure works, how it differs from

designed to focus on individual cases nor to seek individual

201

and efficiency,’ noting in particular the Special Procedures.’

the other UN communications procedures, and why it is useful

remedy, but rather to address patterns of serious violations

Other States, while not calling for the Procedure’s abolition,

for them. Linked with this last point, it is self-evident that victims

reported to it by individuals or groups on-the-ground.

nevertheless voiced concerns that it ‘is not at present working’

of human rights violations, when given the choice of submitting

(Ireland), or that it ‘has been [to date] entirely ineffective, which

information to procedures explicitly designed to respond to

The Confidential Complaints Procedure (CCP) is also the

has seriously undermined the credibility of the mechanism and

individual complaints (e.g. the Special Procedures and Treaty

194

According to the Council’s institution-building package (IBP),’

broadest in scope of the three petitions procedures: it is able to

the Council itself’ (Canada).’

Body systems), or to a procedure (CCP) designed to identify broad

its Confidential Complaints Procedure (largely based on the old

deal with the violation of ‘all human rights and all fundamental

the Procedure ‘requires urgent modifications and improvement,’

1503 Procedure) should address ‘consistent patterns of gross

freedoms occurring in any part of the world and under any

while Switzerland argued that it should be reformed to make

and reliably attested violations.

circumstances.’

it ‘accessible and genuinely operational.’203 However, such

One result of this lack of visibility and the CCP’s relative lack

proposals met with strong opposition from the African Group,

of value in the eyes of victims, is that the Procedure receives

Cuba, Bangladesh, the Russian Federation, Morocco, the

relatively few submissions. This is particularly problematic for a

Islamic Republic of Iran, Thailand, and Venezuela, and in the

mechanism that must normally process large amounts of data

end the CCP was left largely untouched.’

in order to identify statistically significant patterns of violations.

any comments received from the concerned

Notwithstanding that decision, today there remain serious

The CCP also appears to be notably inaccessible to victims and/

State. It then notifies the Working Group on

doubts about the Procedure’s effectiveness. Many (especially

or their representatives.

situations (WGS) of incidences where there

Western and Latin American) diplomats interviewed for this

appears to be ‘a consistent pattern of gross

report expressed doubts that it could ever work in its present

The issue of accessibility raises an important conundrum at

’195

In other words, unlike the
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Poland expressed the view that
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patterns of violations, will normally pursue the former course.

THE CONFIDENTIAL
COMPLAINTS
PROCEDURE IN A
NUTSHELL

the initial screening process, together with

and reliably attested violations of human rights and fundamental

form: ‘this procedure was designed and built in another era,

the heart of the CCP: it is a mechanism that is not designed to

The CCP allows individuals or groups to make submissions

freedoms.’

and is unfit to respond to the human rights challenges of the

deal with individual cases nor to secure individual redress and

21st century.’ Another diplomat even suggested that ‘the CCP

remedy, and yet it relies on receiving information on individual

199

regarding alleged human rights violations, where they are
the victim of the alleged violation, or where they have ‘direct,

The WGS, composed of five appointed State members of the

probably does more harm than good – giving the victim hope

cases in order to determine ‘consistent patterns of gross and

reliable knowledge’ of the matter.’

Human Rights Council, also meets twice a year for five-days

that his or her situation will actually be addressed, when in all

reliably attested violations.’207 This would be less problematic if

and considers the complaints that have been referred to it.

likelihood it won’t be.’

the CCP ‘borrowed’ data from the other two UN communications
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procedures, as well as from other sources (e.g. UN Country

First,

Assessing each situation, the WGS decides to either: dismiss

submissions are screened by the Chair of the Working Group on

the communication; keep it under review and request further

That said, other interviews conducted with diplomats who

Teams, humanitarian actors, traditional media, and social

communications (WGC) and the Office of the High Commissioner

information from the State concerned; or, where it decides

have served on the WGS offered a rather different perspective.

media). But it does not – indeed it is explicitly precluded from

for Human Rights (OHCHR) against defined admissibility criteria.

there is a consistent pattern of gross human rights violations,

According to these people, as a confidential procedure (i.e.

doing so.

The authors of complaints that are determined to be admissible

transmits the case to the Human Rights Council for further

distinct from the public Special Procedures and Treaty Body

will receive written notification of such, and the relevant State

consideration. These cases are presented by the WGS in a report

procedures), the CCP does important work ‘behind the scenes’

From the research conducted by the URG for this policy report, it

will be sent the complaint and invited to comment.’

to the Council with specific recommendations for possible

to cajole States into addressing alleged violations through ‘quiet

appears the result of this situation is a petitions procedure in limbo.

courses of action.’

diplomacy.’ By providing a ‘safe space’ for dialogues between

A procedure that relies on receiving individual complaints, and

The complaint is then considered by the whole WGC, composed

States, it is argued, the CCP allows for emerging patterns of

yet it not supposed to deal with individual cases; and a procedure

of five appointed members of the Human Rights Council

violations to be addressed at an early stage.

that is meant to identify patterns of violations yet (according to

The

Procedure

follows

a

three-stage

process.
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diplomats) generally fails to attract enough data to make that

Advisory Committee. The WGC meets twice a year (for fiveBroadly speaking, UN officials interviewed for this report agreed

determination. As a consequence, it appears that the CCP is

with the latter assessment of the CCP, acknowledging that it

mainly (indeed almost exclusively) used by large international

is not working as well as it should, but nonetheless drawing

NGOs (often in coordination with important domestic NGOs) that

attention to its considerable ‘untapped potential.’ One UN official

claim to have ‘direct and reliable knowledge’ of violations and

referred to the CCP as the ‘sleeping beauty of the Council.’

use this as a hook to feed data into the Procedure.

Many diplomats argue that the procedure is not fit for purpose,

The below sections assess these claims and counter-claims in

Beyond these conceptual difficulties, potential petitioners

and is no better than the old 1503 Procedure, which had

more detail, though it should be pointed out that the confidential

are also faced with a number of procedural challenges. Most

repeatedly shown itself to be open to abuse. Others however,

nature of the CCP, and a related lack of hard data, makes an

importantly (and as is also the case with the Treaty Body

especially diplomats that have served on the WGS, believe

empirical assessment challenging.

communications procedure) petitioners must comply with a

days each time) and studies the complaints that have passed

Perhaps more than the other two international communications

206

procedures reviewed in this report, the CCP divides opinion.

number of formal admissibility requirements, including the

that though not perfect, the CCP does play an important role,
behind the scenes, in encouraging concerned States to address

VISIBILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY

remedies would be ineffective or unreasonably prolonged’),’208

allegations of violations in a meaningful way.

Opening session of the first meeting of the Human Rights Council Advisory
Committee, 14 August 2008.

_
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exhaustion of domestic remedy (‘unless it appears that such

From interviews conducted with human rights defenders and

and compliance with the principle of ‘non-duplication’ – i.e.

Regarding the former group (i.e. the sceptics), during the five-

NGOs, it seems that the on-the-ground visibility of the CCP is

a communication should ‘not refer to a case […] already being

year review of the Council’s operation in 2011, Mexico called for

extremely low – even lower than the Special Procedures and

dealt with by a Special Procedure, a Treaty Body […] or similar

the CCP to be scrapped altogether, suggesting its resources

Treaty Body communications procedures. Linked with this point,

regional complaints procedure in the field of human rights.’209

should be reallocated to strengthen the ‘other mechanisms,

almost no individual interviewed for this report had a clear
_
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Over recent years efforts have been made, especially by the

Due to the confidentiality of the procedure, however, these

Specifically, that data shows that over the past eleven years (i.e.

the issue itself, and communicating that resolution to the

Procedure’s Secretariat, to improve the CCP’s visibility and

updates are purely procedural in nature. The petitioner will

since the establishment of the Council), the CCP has identified

Working Group. A current WGS member agreed, arguing that

accessibility. Background information of the CCP is now available

not, for example, be informed of the content of discussions in

only 11 situations (across eight countries) that may demonstrate

the CCP is the only mechanism in the Council’s ‘armoury’ where

online, including a FAQ document in all six UN languages, and

the Working Groups. The State, on the other hand, is Party to

a consistent pattern of gross human rights violations (see Figure

diplomats can act as mediator in difficult cases, and/or leverage

a list of past cases (though this has not been updated since

all information submitted by the individual(s) concerned and

10).

‘preventative diplomacy’ to resolve cases at an early stage. The

October 2014).’210 The Secretariat has also developed a more

considered by the Working Groups.

CCP represents, according to this individual, ‘a unique safe

user-friendly complaint submission form (though this is still a
downloadable, non-encrypted Word document rather than an

EFFECTIVENESS

online submission platform), and convenes civil society briefing

When compared against the number of serious human rights

space for open and frank dialogue, without immediate fear of

situations around the world over the past decade, the inadequacy

exposure, condemnation or criticism in the media.’ A former

of this number becomes evident. Indeed, nearly all of the

member agreed: ‘the confidential nature of the process means

There is no available data on the number of petitions received by

situations of gross and systematic human rights violations dealt

States are more willing to be honest about the situation and

the CCP, the number that are deemed admissible, the number

with by the Human Rights Council since 2006 – for example in

the challenges they face, and more willing to discuss possible

RESPONSIVENESS

that are passed from the WGC to the WGS, and the number that

Libya, Sri Lanka, Burundi, and the Syrian Arab Republic – were

solutions with their peers.’

are kept under review by the WGS. This lack of transparency

brought to the body’s attention by individual member States (i.e.

A relative strength of the Confidential Complaints Procedure

is ostensibly due to the ‘confidential’ nature of the Procedure

by the tabling of resolutions) rather than by the CCP.

is that petitioners are kept informed about progress with their

– although it is difficult to understand how basic numerical

claim, throughout the process. The Human Rights Council’s

data should be considered incompatible with the principle of

What is more, of those 11 situations that have reached the

a meaningful way (and therefore to avoid public censure in

institution-building package (contained in Council resolution

confidentiality.

Council, in just four cases (in three countries) does there appear

the Council), is supported by the high response rate from

to have been a meaningful or tangible outcome. Those cases

governments to requests for information. Secretariat staff and

the State concerned) should be informed of proceedings at all

This lack of basic data makes it very difficult, if not impossible,

relate to Iraq and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),

diplomats interviewed for this report estimate a response rather

key stages, i.e.: ‘when a communication is deemed inadmissible

to make a robust determination as to the effectiveness of the

which resulted in the provision of technical assistance to the

of over 90%.

by the Working Group on Communications or when it is taken up

Procedure. However, the little data that is published – namely

State to help it address the violations; and to Eritrea, where the

for consideration by the Working Group on Situations;’ ‘when a

data on the number of cases that are transmitted to the full

State concerned was publicly rebuked. The seven other cases

It is important to note, however, that not everyone agrees with this

communication is kept pending by one of the Working Groups or

Council for further consideration - suggests that the CCP is

have simply been ‘discontinued,’ with no further information

reading of the CCP’s potential strengths. Many NGOs continue

by the Council;’ and ‘at the final outcome.’211

failing to fulfil its mandate and is not responding to the needs

made publicly available.’212

to criticise the Procedure’s lack of transparency, arguing that

sessions.

5/1) stipulates that the author of a communication (as well as

build trust and encourages concerned States to engage in

of victims.

it promotes political deal making at the expense of human

FIGURE 10. ‘SITUATIONS’ DEALT WITH BY THE COUNCIL’S CONFIDENTIAL COMPLAINT PROCEDURE (2007-2014)
Number of cases
concluded
4

Country situation
The overall outcomes of complaints
2007-2015

The argument that the confidential nature of the CCP helps

Democratic Republic
of the Congo

Supporters of the CCP often point to the case of Eritrea as an

rights. An interview with a former Asian diplomat whose country

example of the Procedure’s actual and potential effectiveness.

was considered under the CCP in 2007-2008 seems to support

According to these stakeholders, the fact that the situation

this conclusion. According to the diplomat, during the time the

in Eritrea was picked up by the WGC, was transmitted to the

WGS was considering the case, he received offers from some

WGS and from there to the Council, and ended with the case

members of the Working Group to ‘kill the case’ in exchange for

being made public (via Council resolution 21/1), demonstrates

reciprocal support on other issues of mutual interest. Another

that the system can work. However, this narrative does not

diplomat, who served on the WGS, told a similar story but from

fully hold up to scrutiny. In reality, three months before the

the other perspective, recalling how confidential information

Discontinued

Council’s adoption of resolution 21/1, it had anyway already

was regularly leaked and how he would ‘regularly receive phone

Made public

adopted another resolution – resolution 20/20 – on the situation

calls from States asking me to drop a particular case.’ Philip

Capacity building

in Eritrea. Resolution 20/20 was tabled by Djibouti and Somalia

Alston has described the WGS’s proceeding as ‘unadulterated

and was largely unrelated to the case under the CCP.

political horse-trading rather than a probing inquiry into the

3

facts and a quest for the most effective potential response.’214
Guinea

Eritrea
situation of trade unions and HRDs
situation of religious minorities

2

Madlives

Iraq

human rights situation

At first glance, this is the sum total of the CPP’s achievements.

A former member of the WGC, interviewed for this report, has

However, and as pointed out by numerous interviewees for this

compared the situation to the story of Odysseus’s wife Penelope,

report, behind these very few public outcomes, there are many

who wove her burial shroud during the day (i.e. cases taken

more ‘behind closed doors’ outcomes that are not reflected in

up by the WGC) only to unpick it overnight (i.e. the cases then

available UN data. As one former WGS noted: ‘the effectiveness

discontinued by the WGS).’215

of the complaint procedure should not be judged by the number
of cases sent to the Council.’213
Democratic Republic
of the Congo

1

Tajikistan

Turkmenistan

forward as members of the WGS primarily to ‘block certain

Cameroon

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: Data from the ‘List of situations referred to the Human Rights Council under the complaint procedure since 2006,’ OHCHR website.
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All former and current WGS members interviewed for this report

cases,’216 - although a ‘conflict of interest’ rule means States can

were keen to emphasise that progress on cases was often made

no longer block cases about themselves – as they occasionally

‘behind the scenes’ – through confidential and often very frank

did during the time of the Commission.

discussions between members and the country concerned.

Year

2007

Some interviewees even suggested that States put themselves

2016

The confidential nature of the exchange, coupled with the
‘Damocles sword’ of the case being made public in the absence
of progress, often led – according to diplomats – to the State
concerned ‘making significant concessions,’ working to resolve
_
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exhaustion of domestic remedy and prove that the case is not

The net result of these strengths is a system that is more

already being considered by another human rights mechanism,

user-friendly and more accessible to a wider range of people.

leads to around 21% of submissions falling at this first hurdle.

One sign of this is the geographic coverage of the procedure –
between 2015-2016, 21% of Special Procedures communications

The system is also slow. According to URG’s analysis of cases

addressed alleged violations in Africa, 39% in the Asia-Pacific,

concluded in 2016, Treaty Bodies took, on average, three-and-a-

17% in Latin America, and 16% in the West. Over 72% of all

half years (including the time spent waiting for responses from

UN member States have been subject to at least one Special

governments – on average one year) to reach a final View. In some

Procedures communication – a far higher proportion than is the

cases the delay was seven years. These delays reflect severe

case with Treaty Bodies (48%).

resource constraints at the Office of the High Commissioner for

PART III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
TOWARDS A SINGLE INTEGRATED UN
HUMAN RIGHTS PETITIONS SYSTEM?

Human Rights, where only around a dozen staff are responsible

The Special Procedures system is also relatively responsive –

for processing hundreds if not thousands of petitions. As a direct

where cases are taken up, mandate-holders can act quickly to

consequence, a Treaty Body like the Human Rights Committee,

address violations (an important point in the context of often

which receives a lot of petitions, currently (as of end of 2016) has

urgent situations), and are usually (60% of the time) able to

a backlog of over 640 pending cases.

secure a timely (less than 90 days) responses from governments.

Finally, there are serious question marks as to the degree

However, the Special Procedures petitions system also faces

to which the Treaty Body system is able, under current

a number of significant challenges. Like the Treaty Body

conditions, to fulfil its primary goal of helping secure remedy

system, it has a low level of visibility among victims and/or

and redress for the victims of human rights violations around

their representatives, and therefore many individuals are de

the world. One sign of this is the serious systemic imbalances

facto excluded from using it. As with the Treaty Bodies, the key

uncovered through URG’s research. As noted in Part II of this

to accessing the Special Procedures petitions system appears

It is clear from the foregoing that each of the three UN human

Rights Committee have come from people living in Africa

report, three Western democracies - Canada, Sweden, and

to be whether the victim has access to a wider, expert support

rights communications systems has important particularities

(compared with, for example, 39% from people living in the

Switzerland - account for 61% of all cases considered by the

network made up of NGOs and lawyers.

and strengths, but also important structural weaknesses.

West). It is a similar story for the Committee against Torture:

Committee Against Torture.’

only two per cent of logged petitions come from people living

an astonishing 34% of all cases registered under the CEDAW,

For those who are aware of the system and are able to access it,

The Treaty Bodies provide the most legally robust communication

in the Asia-Pacific region, whilst 88% of all cases have their

and 19% of all Treaty Body petition cases concluded in 2016.

as noted above, the Special Procedures have now put in place a

system. While they are not judicial bodies per se, ‘their views

providence in Europe.

According to Treaty Body members and State representatives

relatively user-friendly online interface for submitting petitions.

exhibit some important characteristics of a judicial decision.’217

218

Similarly, Denmark accounts for

interviewed for this report, this is largely because Western

While, the submission portal and relevant guidance materials

They also respond to every individual petition, even if it is only to

The reason for this seems clear. According to URG’s analysis

lawyers have begun to use the UN committees as ‘courts of last

are currently only available in English, rollout in other official UN

advise the petitioner to address his/her appeal to another part

and interviews, the key to knowing about and being able to

appeal’ in asylum cases. It goes without saying that this was not

languages is expected to begin shortly. What is more, the new

of the UN system, and they act on every permissible petition.

access the extremely legalistic and complex Treaty Body

the reason the Treaty Body communications procedures were

‘Communication Report and Search’ portal greatly improves the

Where the relevant Treaty Body is concerned that a petition may

communications procedures appears to be whether the victim

set up in the first place. Seen the other way round, URG found

transparency and responsiveness of the procedure, especially

provide evidence that an individual is in imminent danger, it is

or his/her representative has access to a wider expert support

that 51 States (34% of the total) that have accepted one or more

from a victim’s perspective – allowing individual petitioners to

able to issue an ‘interim measure’ to deter or prevent possible

network made up, in particular, of lawyers and/or human rights

Treaty Body communications procedure have never been the

more easily follow progress with their case.

violations. Perhaps because of the quasi-judicial nature of

NGOs. As an illustration of this point, URG found that in 77% of

subject of an individual complaint. Of these States, nearly half

the Treaty Body communications system, it is able to secure

the cases concluded by Treaty Bodies in 2015, the alleged victim

are from the African region and one-fifth from the Asia-Pacific.

a remarkably high response rate from governments (URG’s

was represented by either a lawyer or an expert NGO.

analysis found that governments have responded to around 87%

Many petitions submitted to the Special Procedures are
not processed at all (again, largely due to OHCHR capacity

The Special Procedures communications procedure also has

constraints, including an insufficient number of Russian,

A visit to the main Treaty Body communications webpage

important strengths. Following reforms led by OHCHR’s Special

Chinese and Arabic speakers.) According to international NGOs

immediately reveals why there is this high level of dependency on

Procedures branch over the last two years, the main Special

with experience of the Special Procedures petitions system,

However, the Treaty Body system also exhibits a number of

expert lawyers and/or NGOs. The victim-interface is extremely

Procedures petitions webpage is now simple and easy to use.

typically less than ten per cent of submissions are taken

fundamental weaknesses, especially when viewed from a victim’s

‘un-user-friendly.’ The user is confronted by an overwhelming

The new single, secure online submission portal is a major

up. Compounding this problem, where Special Procedures

perspective. First, since the first Treaty Body communications

amount (11,000 words on the main page alone) of complex

improvement on the previous system, as is the new online

mandates do take up a complaint and communicate the details

procedure was created in 1976, fewer than 4,000 petitions have

and sometimes confusing information (with different Treaty

platform for tracking progress with cases.

to States, governments only respond in around half of all cases.

been registered by the Treaty Body system as a whole. This is

Bodies setting different rules) about how to submit a petition.

a remarkably small number. Moreover, just two of the Treaty

Notwithstanding this large amount of information, crucial data,

Two clear advantages of the Special Procedures petitions system

found that only eight per cent of them provided substantive

Bodies – the Human Rights Committee (74% of all petitions) and

for example on whether the home State of the petitioner is

are that it is not necessary for the home State of the alleged

information on steps taken to address the alleged violation.

the Committee against Torture (20%) – account for nearly 95%

Party to the relevant convention and has accepted the relevant

victim to be Party to any particular human rights treaty or to have

Finally, in very few cases was there any further follow-up from

of all logged petitions.

communications procedure is very difficult to find.

accepted the relevant communications procedure; and second,

Special Procedures mandate-holders.

The Treaty Body communications procedure also appears

Moreover, the actual submission interface is right at the bottom

are few (and somewhat ‘light’) formal admissibility criteria and

The Council’s Confidential Complaints Procedure (CCP) is

largely invisible and/or inaccessible to victims from developing

of the main webpage. Even when a user finds the interface, strict

no requirement to have exhausted domestic remedy.

functionally different from the other two UN human rights

countries. Only six per cent of all petitions logged by the Human

admissibility criteria, including the need to demonstrate the

of communications).

Furthermore, a URG analysis of those government responses

it is less ‘legalistic’ than the Treaty Body system, meaning there

_
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communications procedures. Whereas the Special Procedures
_
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More than anything else, research undertaken for this report
shows that the CCP labours under the weight of ‘chronic
conceptual opacity.’ Put simply, no one interviewed for this
report appeared to have a clear grasp on what the procedure
is, what it is supposed to do, and how it is supposed to work.
Most stakeholders (diplomats and NGOs) appear to see the
CCP as an extra option for dealing with individual human rights
violations, rather than a distinct and specialised mechanism
for identifying and addressing ‘consistent patterns of gross and
reliably attested violations.’
This confusion may reflect a contradiction at the very heart of the
CCP: it is a procedure that is expressly not designed to deal with
- and secure remedy for - individual cases of alleged violations;
and yet, by definition, it relies on receiving large amounts of
information on individual violations (i.e. individual submissions)
in order to be able to spot ‘consistent patterns’ of violations in a
given State. This contradiction is even more serious when one
considers that the CCP is not, at present, able to ‘borrow’ data on
violations from the other two UN communications procedures, or
from other sources (e.g. regional mechanisms, NHRIs). Indeed,
some argue that the procedural requirements under the CCP
to exhaust domestic remedy and avoid duplication with cases

Participants during the 29th session of the Human Rights Council

being dealt with by the Treaty Bodies or Special Procedures,
explicitly prohibits data sharing.
and Treaty Body procedures are designed to receive and

However, others (especially NGOs) question this assessment,

respond to individual complaints, the CCP is designed only to

arguing that the confidential nature of the procedure may indeed

receive individual complaints – but in sufficient number that the

encourage concerned States to engage, but the result is not

Council is (in theory) able to discern wider patterns of human

usually ‘behind the scenes’ rights-based progress so much as

rights violations around the world.

‘behind closed doors horse-trading and political deal-making’
between States.

Geographically and substantively, the CCP has the broadest
scope of the three UN human rights petitions systems – it can

Other criticisms of the CCP are its very low visibility in the outside

address, in principle, any human rights concern in any part

world, and that it appears to deliver very few concrete results.

of the world. Curiously, considering the mechanism is not

On the first point, from interviews with human rights defenders

designed to help secure remedy and redress in individual cases,

and NGOs, it appears the CCP is even less well known than the

it is the most responsive of the three systems – petitioners are

other two UN petitions procedures, especially in developing

kept informed about progress throughout the process, (although

countries. One consequence of this is the very small number

updates are purely procedural in nature).

of petitions the Procedure receives each year. On the second
point, while the confidential nature of the mechanism means

Many diplomats interviewed for this report, including a number

there is no publicly-available data on the number of petitions

who have served on the Working Group on situations (WGS), argue

deemed admissible, the number of cases transmitted from the

that the confidential nature of the CCP is an important strength

Working Group on communications to the WGS, or the number

– allowing emerging patterns of violations to be addressed

kept under review by the WGS, what is undeniable is that over

‘behind the scenes’ through a non-politicised dialogue with the

the 11 year history of the CCP, only 11 situations across eight

country concerned. According to the diplomats, who note the

countries have been found to demonstrate a ‘consistent pattern

very high response rate to their enquiries from governments,

of gross and reliably attested violations,’ and thus have been

this ‘safe space’ approach has worked in many instances –

passed to the Human Rights Council. Furthermore, in only

perhaps helped by the ‘Damocles sword’ of the case potentially

three of these 11 cases has there been a meaningful or tangible

being made public (in the Human Rights Council) if the WGS

outcome (basically, a decision to provide technical assistance

deems that insufficient progress has been made.

to the country concerned). On only one occasion has a case
(Eritrea) dealt with by the CCP been brought to the attention of
the Council for public debate and consideration, (and even then,
the situation in Eritrea was already on the Council’s agenda).
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SYSTEMIC REFORM OF
THE UN COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
From the foregoing, it is clear that each of the three key parts of
the UN’s overall human rights petitions system has, in theory, an
important, distinct role, and each of those roles are, again in theory,
complementary. Each communications procedure also has notable
strengths, but also important structural weaknesses. In general,
the strengths are particular to each mechanism, whereas the
weaknesses are common to all three. In any case, the net result
is a UN petitions system that, in most cases, fails to respond to the
needs of victims.
As Part I of this policy report has shown, knowledge of the specific
failings of the different UN communications systems, and the
consequences of those failings for the victims of human rights
violations, is not new. Flowing from this point, senior UN officials,
including two Secretary-Generals, have often spoken of the need for
reform, and have made specific proposals in this regard. Crucially,
those previous critiques and proposals (mainly from the late 1970s
and the early 1990s), considered the UN petitions system as a single
whole: one system composed of different complementary parts.

The first notable ‘analysis of existing UN procedures for dealing
with communications concerning violations of human rights’ was
conducted by the then UN Secretary-General, Kurt Waldheim in
1979, upon the request of the Commission on Human Rights.’219 The
Commission had requested the analysis in order to help members
study ‘measures to avoid possible duplication and overlapping of
work in the implementation of these procedures.’220 At the time,
the only communications procedures in existence were the 1503
Procedure (a confidential procedure) and the communications
procedure established by the Optional Protocol to the ICCPR (a
public procedure).
The Secretary-General’s insightful analysis began by noting
(though not addressing in any detail – as he considered it outside
his mandate) the complementary nature of the two procedures.
He reflected on the ‘co-existence of public procedures for dealing
with violations of human rights…and the confidential procedure
for dealing with communications relating to violations of human
rights,’ noting the contemporary view that communications
under the public procedure should be ‘chanell[ed] into the 1503
Procedure,’ and asking Commission members to consider whether
this remained the optimal nature of the relationship between the
two.
It is remarkable that nearly 40 years later, UN member States
and the Secretariat no longer question the relationship between
the UN’s various communications procedures in this manner, and
indeed appear, to a significant degree, to have lost any sense that
the mechanisms should be ‘joined up’ and complementary. As
already noted in this report, today, while the three communications
procedures do share information in some cases, they nonetheless
largely operate in silos, as three separate and distinct petition
systems. The idea that petitions should be received by the UN
as a whole, with information/data then ‘channelled’ to the most
appropriate procedure, and/or ‘shared’ between procedures, has
been almost entirely lost.
In the opinion of the Secretary-General, expressed in 1979, the
solution to the growing breadth and complexity of the UN human
rights petitions procedures was obvious: to present victims or
their representatives (i.e. petitioners) with a single easy-to-access
and easy-to-use interface. That interface, managed by the UN
Secretariat, would then ‘channel’ petitions to the most appropriate
procedure – at that time, meaning either the ICCPR communications
procedure, or the 1503 Procedure. As the Secretary-General
remarked in his report: ‘relatively few of the thousands of writers
who annually address themselves to the United Nations […] have
prior knowledge of the existing procedures or the functions of the
bodies implementing them.’221 The Secretary-General understood
that those suffering from, or threatened by, human rights violations
would be unlikely to know – or indeed care – about the intricacies
of different procedures and mechanisms; all they would want is to
reach out to and receive help from the UN.
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim was also clear that the UN
Secretariat must play a central role in ‘manning’ or ‘managing’ that
single user interface, in order to ‘assist authors, as appropriate’ in
understanding ‘[which] specific procedures may be applicable [in
_
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their case],’ and then by ‘sorting out mail at the initial […] stage,
with a view to ensuring proper channelling of material into each
procedure.’222 He also saw it as ‘inherent in the role of the secretariat
[…] to endeavour to facilitate the work of the bodies concerned by a
coherent and orderly handling of the material received.’223
Kurt Waldheim’s report, which was tacitly approved by the
Commission, also offered thoughts on how such a ‘proper
channelling of material’ to the most appropriate procedure(s) should
happen in practice. He argued that ‘a specific procedure under an
international treaty should, when it applies, take precedence over a
general procedure based on a resolution’224 (i.e. the 1503 Procedure
or, later, a Special Procedures communications procedure).
Individual communications received by the Secretariat concerning
allegations of human rights violations – ‘however addressed’ –
should therefore be directed to the relevant Treaty Body (at that
time meaning the Human Rights Committee) if the authors were
deemed to have ‘the necessary standing to submit their complaint,’
providing that it could be ‘ascertained that they wish to avail
themselves of the procedure laid down in the Optional Protocol,’
and, of course, that the communication contained an ‘allegation of
violation of any of the rights protected by the [ICCPR] against a State
party to the Optional Protocol.’225 Communications concerning
allegations made against States not Party to the Optional Protocol,
or where ‘for one reason or another’ they ‘cannot be received under
the Optional Protocol,’ would be directed to the 1503 Procedure.’226
Even communications specifically addressed to the Human Rights
Committee, he argued, should be forwarded to the 1503 Procedure
(with the consent of the complainants) in cases where the State
concerned is not Party to the Optional Protocol or where they
‘concern matters which are outside the scope of the Covenant.’227
The Secretary-General was clear that only the Secretariat was in
a position to objectively make these determinations (i.e. where to
channel petitions) using, in his words, the criteria of ‘receivability’
(into the ICCPR communications procedure) as set down in the
Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.
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thus the most likely to be able to deliver remedy and redress. As
Waldheim noted: the 1503 Procedure ‘is based on a resolution
of a United Nations organ and its implementation is to a high
degree dependent on a voluntary cooperation of States,’ whereas
the Treaty Body procedure ‘is based on a binding international
treaty.’ The 1503 Procedure should then be considered a ‘catch
all’ communications procedure, able to deal with all other human
rights petitions received by the UN. The 1503 Procedure would
then be able to assess that ‘vast source of information,’ to identify
‘situations which reveal a consistent pattern of violations of human
rights.’
The Secretary-General’s report also offered one of the clearest
delineations in this history of the UN (in stark contrast to the
‘conceptual opacity’ afflicting the UN today), of the key functional
differences between the different communications procedures.
‘The fundamental difference between the 1503 (XLVIII) procedure
and the Optional Protocol procedure,’ he wrote, ‘is that the former
is concerned with the examination of situations, whereas the
latter is concerned with the examination of individual complaints,
i.e. isolated instances of alleged violations of human rights,’
[emphases added].

take any action under the 1503 procedure if the country concerned
[is being] dealt with under a public procedure’ or to ‘discontinue
consideration of a country situation under the 1503 procedure,
in order to take up consideration of the same matter under a
public country mandate,’231 the Boutros Boutros-Ghali report
represented a missed opportunity to bring greater clarity to the (now
more complex) overall petitions system. He focused, instead, on
how petitions should be channelled between country-specific and
thematic Special Procedures.’232

RECOMMENDATIONS
From the foregoing, it is possible to draw a number of conclusions.
First, each of the three main communications procedures plays a
distinct and crucial role in the overall UN human rights petitions
system. Each has its own strengths when viewed from a victim’s

Finally, as recounted in Part I of this report, one of the most recent
analyses of UN communications took place in the context of the 2000
Commission on Human Rights review of the Special Procedures
mechanism. During that review, the High Commissioner for
Human Rights proposed the centralisation and streamlining of the
communications procedure. However, the proposals were not fully
endorsed by Special Procedures mandate-holders, and the Chair of
the Commission concluded that ‘a fully coordinated approach’ would
only be ‘possible in a fully-automated system.’ 233

perspective.
Second, the challenges faced by, and the weaknesses of, each
procedure, especially when viewed from a victim’s perspective, show
significant overlap. For example, all three suffer from:
•

A lack of on-the-ground visibility;

•

A lack of awareness and understanding, among the general
public, about how they operate and how to access them;

•

A complicated and often confused user-interface, that serves
(broadly speaking) to restrict access only to those victims who
enjoy expert legal or NGO support;

Perhaps the one major weakness in Waldheim’s analysis was the
absence of any recognition of the value of data being ‘shared’ by
the different UN procedures. In other words, the possibility of the
ICCPR communications procedure sharing top-level data about
cases that were considered ‘receivable’ (and thus were taken up by
the Human Rights Committee) with the 1503 Procedure (to help the
latter identify ‘consistent patterns of violations’ in different corners
of the world). Indeed, the inference at the beginning of Waldheim’s
report is that he wished to avoid duplication or overlap in the use of
information between different procedures.

•

Severe human and technical (e.g. linguistic) capacity constraints

existing resources, by focusing on each procedure in isolation.

Regarding the operation of the 1503 Procedure, the SecretaryGeneral noted that ECOSOC resolution 1235 (XLII) authorised the
Commission on Human Rights to ‘make appropriate use of the
vast source of information concerning alleged gross violations of
human rights,’ contained in petitions received by the UN under
ECOSOC resolution 728F (XXVIII) (this resolution, adopted in 1959,
consolidated various amendments made over the years to the
provisions of ECOSOC resolution 75 (V) of 1947, which established
the original procedure for handling communications concerning
human rights). This authorisation was important, as the
Commission on Human Rights had recognised petitions as a key
source of data necessary for it to identify ‘situations which reveal
a consistent pattern of violations of human rights’ (i.e. through the
1503 Procedure).’228

This position is perhaps understandable when seen through a
contemporary lens. In 1979 the UN possessed only two dedicated
human rights communications procedures: one Treaty Body
procedure (ICCPR) and the 1503 Procedure. At that time, when the
OP-ICCPR had only recently come into force, and when few States
were Party to the Covenant or had ratified its Optional Protocol,
it is clear that very few petitions received by the UN would have
been ‘channelled’ to the Human Rights Committee. Thus, a clear
majority of the petitions, containing a ‘vast source of information
on violations,’ would by default have been channelled to the 1503
Procedure. This made the sharing of data relatively unimportant.
Today, however, with more treaties, more ratifications, more Treaty
Body communications procedures and far higher State acceptance
thereof; and with over 50 Special Procedures mandates now also
accepting petitions; there is a far smaller chance that an individual
petition would be ‘channelled’ to the successor to the 1503
Procedure: the CCP.

In other words, where a petition alleges the violation of rights
set down in a given human rights treaty, and where the home
State of the petitioner is Party to that treaty and has accepted the
relevant communications procedure, then that petition should be
dealt with by the relevant Treaty Body – because the Treaty Body
communications system was deemed to be the most robust and

In 1994, a new Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
presented an updated analysis of the UN petitions system,
including, on this occasion, consideration of the Special
Procedures communications system (which had developed over
the intervening years).’230 Unfortunately, beyond recognising and
expressing support for the ‘practice of the Commission not to

across a fragmented Secretariat;
•

Inconsistent responsiveness (in terms of, for example, providing
updates to victims);

•

Data management issues, including constraints on the sharing
of data between the procedures; and

•

A lack of public transparency and thus accountability, which
serves to reduce incentives for State cooperation.

Third, these weaknesses or challenges cannot be addressed, within
Rather, States and the UN Secretariat must once again (as was the
case in the late 1970s) look at the procedures as three interconnected
and complementary parts of a single coherent UN petitions system –
with a single user interface and, perhaps, a single Secretariat.
Fourth, modern technology presents enormous opportunities to
finally put in place such a ‘fully coordinated approach’ within ‘a fully
automated system’ (as called for by the Chair of the Commission in
2000).
With these conclusions in mind, the Universal Rights Group makes
the following recommendations:
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RECOMMENDATION 1 (STATES)

RECOMMENDATION 3 (STATES)

RECOMMENDATION 4 (STATES)

A group of supportive States should table a resolution at the UN

As part of such a review and reform process, States should reconsider

States should also consider how a reformed CCP should fit within,

In the opinion of the Universal Rights Group, such reforms, in

General Assembly requesting the current Secretary-General,

the question of the purpose and performance of the Human Rights

and contribute to, the Council’s emerging ‘prevention agenda’ (i.e.

order to be successful, must be based on the overarching objective

Antonio Guterres, to present an updated ‘analysis of existing UN

Council’s Confidential Complaints Procedure. After 11 years of

the operationalization of paragraph 5f of GA resolution 60/251). A

of establishing a single, coherent UN human rights petitions

procedures for dealing with communications concerning violations

operation, is the CCP fulfilling its mandate to identify and raise the

reformed CCP, as part of a reformed UN petitions system (e.g. from

system comprising a single user interface and single UN petitions

of human rights,’ together with recommendations for reform,

alarm about ‘consistent patterns’ of human rights violations, or has

which it could draw data), could potentially play a vital early warning

Secretariat, responsible for channelling petitions to the most

following wide consultations with States, NGOs, and victims or their

it become simply a third individual complaints procedure? Or, to use

role – bringing emerging situations of concern to the Council’s

appropriate communications procedure(s) and following up on

representatives.

the distinction put forward by Maxime Tardu,’234 is the CCP operating

attention.

each and every case. To make this possible, the UN will need to
leverage the power of modern information technology to, inter alia:

(as it should) as a ‘petition-information system,’ or is it duplicating

RECOMMENDATION 2
(UN SECRETARIAT, STATES, AND NGOS)

the role of the two ‘petition-recourse procedures’ – the Treaty Bodies

This potentially vital prevention role was also debated in 2006/07

and the Special Procedures. If it is not fulfilling its mandate to provide

(raised by, amongst others, Argentina and Switzerland). At that time,

a petition-information system premised on identifying ‘consistent

there was a proposal to re-orientate the mandate of the CCP to also

In undertaking such an analysis, the Secretary-General (together, by

patterns’ of violations, then what can be done to reform the CCP both

identify ‘emerging patterns’ of violations – in addition to ‘consistent

definition, with the High Commissioner for Human Rights) should

in its own right, and as part of wider reforms aimed at creating a

patterns.’ However, again, this proposal was rejected.’237

request State and NGO input in response to, inter alia, the following

single, coherent UN petitions system?

questions:
As part of these considerations, States should re-evaluate the
1.

2.

What are the distinct roles of the three communications

merit of the ‘non-duplication’ principle – which prevents the

procedures, and how do those roles complement one another?

CCP from borrowing data from the other UN (as well as regional)

As argued at the beginning of this report, the UN human

communications procedures. This principle was debated during

rights communications procedures are central to the purpose,

the 2006/07 Council institution-building negotiations and the 2011

effectiveness and credibility of the United Nations – representing the

Council review, however on both occasions States were unable to

only direct link between the victims of human rights violations and

Is it important, from a victim’s perspective, to move towards

agree on its deletion. That decision must be revisited. To be coherent

the international human rights protection system. However, over the

a single, simplified, visible and accessible user interface for

and effective, any single UN petitions system must allow for the

past half-century, what was once a vibrant part of the UN’s human

UN petitions? Would such a unified approach help provide

sharing of data with the CCP, otherwise it will be simply not possible

rights work (the sheer number and gravity of petitions received

‘economies of scale’ – thus improving the human and technical

for the procedure to gain access to sufficient data to allow it to identify

in the early decades of the UN was such that it catalysed many of

resource situation of the separate communications procedures?

‘consistent patterns’ of violations.

the human rights pillar’s most important reforms), has become

How (optimally) should those three procedures fit together, and
interconnect, within a fully integrated system?

3.

4.

5.

In particular, how can information technology be mobilized and

States should also reconsider (again, as they did in 2006/07 and

applied in that regard? (For example, by working with technology

2011) the merit, in the case of the CCP, of retaining strict legal

companies to develop a single ‘UN Petitions’ web interface).

admissibility criteria, including the requirement for a petitioner to

Reforming and re-energising the petitions system should therefore

have exhausted domestic remedy. As argued by the Permanent

by a priority for States as they look towards the 2021-2026 review of

Representative of Switzerland, Blaise Godet, during the institution-

the Human Rights Council by the General Assembly. In considering

building negotiations in 2006, ‘since the [purpose of the CCP] is

those reforms, States should adopt a victim’s perspective, viewing

not […] to offer individual remedy, but rather to address situations

the current system – and possible changes thereto – through the

of gross human rights violations,’ it is ‘inconsistent to demand that

lens of those people who need to use it. Reforms should aim, inter

the complainant exhaust the available domestic remedies before

alia, to:

Beyond the user interface, how might modern information
confidentiality, data sharing (between the procedures,
as appropriate), transparency and State accountability,
responsiveness to victims (i.e. the provision of progress
updates), and the development of a results-based system?

•

Manage big data and information flows;

•

Ensure that the three communications procedures interact
and interconnect in a coherent manner;

•

Ensure that the CCP has access to sufficient information
to identify emerging and actual patterns of concern; and

•

Ensure that the UN is able to deliver individual remedy
and redress.

from ‘the Peoples’ of the United Nations.

submitting a communication.’235 Unfortunately, in 2006 States were

Should the development of a single UN petitions system,

not able to agree on this point, and thus the modalities of the CCP, as

comprised of the three communications procedures working

set down in the institution-building package, ‘reverted to the wording

in an integrated and synchronised manner, and presenting

of the original 1503 resolution.’

victims or their representatives with a single user interface,

Provide a secure and user-friendly interface;

gradually discredited – the victim of growing complexity and distance

If so, what should such a single user-friendly interface look like?

technology help with data management, security and

6.

RECOMMENDATION 5 (STATES)

•

•

Make the system more visible and understandable,
for all people in all countries and regions;

236

•

Make the system more easily accessible and user-friendly;

•

Increase financial and human resource allocations

also entail the consolidation of existing resources into a single
UN petitions Secretariat? Who should head and be responsible
for such a unified Secretariat (and petitions system/interface):

to the overall human rights petitions system, as part of

the High Commissioner, a new Deputy High Commissioner, an

a package of reforms designed rationalise, harmonise, and

Assistant Secretary-General, or perhaps a new UN ombudsman

simplifythatsystem–thusbringingsystem-wideefficiencies;

/ ombudswoman for human rights?
•

Make the system more responsive to the needs and
situation of victims; and

•

Strengthen the system’s effectiveness in protecting
human rights around the world.
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